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Department celebrates
full NLN accreditation

Chapman mania.

By PAMELA WALCK
News Editor

More than 150 nursing majors,
faculty members and Chancellor Jerry
Falwell participated in a surprise party
that celebrated the nursing
department's acceptance by the National League of Nursing as a fully
accredited program.
According to Dr. Linda Miller, head
of the nursing department, the accreditation is retroactive and will be
valid for five years.
"The NLN said that our program
should be applauded," she said. "To
me, this accreditation has been much
bigger, more important and more
monumental than anything else in my
life — including my dissertation."
Miller stated that prior to being
accepted by the NLN, many obstacles
had to be crossed including: the graduation of the department's first class,
an extensive report on the
department's self-study program in
addition to proving that the depart-

"To me, this
accreditation has
been.. .more
monumental than
anything else in
my life."
— Dr. Linda Miller
chairman of nursing dept.
ment meets 39 criteria points required
by the NLN.
"This project has spanned over six
years," Miller stated. "This was the
biggest job that I have ever done. It
wasn't me doing it; it was the Lord.
He has opened so many doors, making the accreditation possible."
Some of the most momentous doors
opened for the nursing department
include:
• In 1981, the CEO at Lynchburg
General told Miller that Liberty would

never open a nursing program. Yet,
through a series of events, the individual came to Miller several years
later asking if there was any way that
she could help to make a nursing
program possible.
• The VirginiaState Board informed
university officials that it did not feel
that Lynchburg needed another nursing program, and they did not recommend developing another program.
• In order to begin the accreditation
process, the school needed its first
graduating class, but there were no
students enrolled in the unaccredited
program. Between April and August
of 1990, 50 students enrolled and
were qualified for the program.
Presently, the department has between 225 and 250 students enrolled
in the nursing program, with more
than 40 graduating seniors.
During the celebration, the department presented Miller with a clock in
recognition for her six years of work
into making the accreditation reality.

Student appeals ticket

Court rules left turn legal

jM» by KrlatonWrtflJrt

Steven Curtis Chapman strummed away on his guitar, in front of ai
5,000, during his"Great Adventure Tour" at Liberty University on Thu
p.m. in the Vines Center. The sold-out concert also featured Christiar
scene, Cindy Morgan as well as Out of the Grey.

nee of more than
March 25, at 7:30
new to the music

FROM STAFF REPORTS
A local traffic court judge ruled
that a turn from U.S. Route 29 South
in front of Wal-Mart onto campus
consititutes a left-hand turn, not a Uturn. Thus, no local traffic laws are
violated.
The decision occurred after Dawn
Summers, an LU senior, was ticketed
for making the turn and proved in
court that she did not violate city laws
by stating that she made a left-hand
turn.
"The decision to appeal the alleged
traffic violation in court was all mine,"
Summersexplained."Ifeltthatitmight
be appealed, and it was."

According to a univerl;n*y~6rncuil,~
"Summers went to court and told the
judge that it wasn'ta U-turn but a left
turn because she did not travel north
on Route 29 but rather crossed 29 and
then entered the rear of the Liberty
campus."
Judge Paul Whitehead Jr. stated
that because the city road sign prohibiting U-turns on Route 29 at the WalMart intersection is too confusing, the
city of Lynchburg should not ticket
individuals making left-hand turns
onto campus.
Numerous motorists have been
ticketed for alleged U-turns, according to a university official.

In aa*MFdnruhrversily officials are
encouraging students who get ticketed to contest the citation in traffic
court.
"The bottom line is that students
are paying tickets when they shouldn't
have to," the same university official
stated.
Whitehead stated that the only way
to legally prohibit the left turn would
be to place a "No left-turn" sign in the
location of the "No U-turn" sign.
Campus officials do not expect this
change to occur because such a ruling
would prohibit customers from turning left into the businesses along 29
North.

Nomination signatures allow candidates to spread support
By PAMELA WALCK
News Editor

Candidates running for SGA positions turn
in their nomination sheets today as the countdown to thefinalweek of official campaigning gets underway.
According to Mike Stewart, dean of student
life, this is thefirstyear that nomination sheets
have been part of the campaign process.
'The candidates can do any type of verbal
campaigning at this time, talk about their
platforms and ideas, but the candidates are not
allowed to post any material until Wednesday, April 7," Stewart said.
Stewart explained that student senate is

primarily responsible for the addition of the
nomination sheets, which require 300 signatures from the student body in a 14-day period.
The signatures are not binding to the candidate but signify that the student recognizes
the individual as an official candidate running
for office.
"I feel that if done correctly, it (the nomination sheet) gets the candidate's name out and
helps students apply a name with the face,"
Billy Hampton, chairman of the Elections
Committee, said.
According to Hampton, during the nomination sheet process, the Elections Committee is

responsible for receiving the sheets, making
sure there are 300 names and checking to see
if there are any duplications of names.
"If the candidate does not have 300 names
or there are duplications in names, he will be
brought before the Elections Committee,
where he could be fined for improper campaigning," Hampton said.
Candidates could receive two different
types offines,a major infraction fine of $30 or
a minimum infraction fine of $20.
According to Hampton, all fines are deducted from the candidate's expenditure report; and if the candidate exceeds the spending cap of $350, he will be docked a vote for

each dollar over the limit.
"If a candidate exceeds five fines, expulsion from the campaign is possible," Hampton said.
Hampton stated that at this point in the
campaign process, no fines have been given to
any of the candidates running for office.
"So far the campaign is going really well,"
Hampton said. 'The Elections Committee is
meeting on a regular basis, and the campaigns
have been clean."
The candidates officially running for offices include: for president: Bryan LaBcrge
and Matt Semradek; for executive vice president: Todd Cullens and Jason Williams; for

Students show class at university exhibit
By WENDY WILLSON

"Not enough people are interested.
That's why we want to have these art
Champion Reporter
shows to show people that there is
More than 40 students displayed
interest here and force the administratheir talent at the Student Art Exhibit
tion to do more with art," Melissa Allon Sunday, March 28, from 2 p.m to
man, a chemistry major seeking a
4 p.m. in FA 145. The exhibit, sponminor in art, explained.
sored by Zeta Chi, the LU chapter of
Zeta Chi's one main goal is to hold
die national honor society of art Kappa
at least one art show a year to promote
Pi, represented students' interest in
awareness of the artistic ability of
the art world as well as the necessity
Liberty students and increase interest
of dedicated Christian witnesses in
in the art minor program.
all facets of culture and entertain"This is the first (art exhibit) in a
ment.
longtime. We hope to have one every
Sixteen large paintings, 14 smaller
year," Kim Maus, senior education
paintings and a variety of sketches
and other forms of visual art consti- Student artist, Jeff Tucker explains his self portrait to Milton major and vice president of Zeta Chi,
Kooistra, a weekender who attended the Art Exhibit last Sunday. stated. "A few students are trying to
tuted the exhibit's pieces.
The paintings featured landscapes, sor of art, served refreshments at the will be able to complete their degree get a show together in the fall."
Many of the paintings presented in
here rather than at another university.
portraits, modernistic art, still lifes exhibit.
According to Barbour, the only art We should grow in the future," Bar- the Art Exhibit displayed an overt
and even a reproduction of the manChristian witness.
instructor at Liberty, she would like bour staled.
sion.
An example is Daniel Mitrofan's
Barbour explained that in order to
Zeta Chi organized the event and to expand the art program which cur"Moses'
Song," which depicted the
rently
only
offers
a
minor
in
art.
create
an
art
major,
a
number
of
stuprovided classical music for atmosIsraelites'
joy as the Egyptians were
"We
need
to
establish
a
major
in
art
dents
must
show
interest
through
phere.
encompassed
by the Red Sea.
so
that
our
very
talented
art
students
enrollment
in
the
department.
Mrs. Eva Barbour, assistant profes-

\

vice president of student activities: Beth
Kleinknecht and Tony Rogers; and vice president of student services: Clark Bridge and
Chris Gardner.
The positions of executive secretary and
executive teasurer will be appointed.
The election campaign officially begins on
Wednesday, April 7, at 5 p.m.
Other key notes during the campaign include:
• Sunday, April 11 — campaign materials
put in the Vines Center; campaign expense reports due.
• Monday, April 12 — campaign speeches
given during SGA chapel.

Career Day provides
job, career information
By JOANNA TEDDER
Assistant Copy Editor

The Career Center sponsored its fifth annual Career Day on Wednesday,
March 24, in the DeMoss Atrium where more than 50 local and out-of-state
businesses participated in providing career information to LU students.
Fifty-three representatives offered information regarding internships in
addition to full-time and part-time employment opportunities for students
majoring in fields such as human ecology, journalism, broadcasting, business and nursing.
During this year's Career Day, eight companies offered seminars to provide specific information on the various opportunities offered by the respective companies.
"The seminars were an opportunity for the companies to present more
detailed information about specific positions or the company in general to
the students," Shelley Seibert, Career Center coordinator, explained.
This was the first time infiveyears that seminars were incorporated into
Career Day.
"We'll probably try it (the seminars) again next year to try to get higher
numbers of students to attend them," Seibert said.
The companies also discussed career opportunities and qualifications
with interested students in addition to accepting resumes.
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Live talk show discusses
current political issues

By AMY MORRIS
Champion Reporter

"Vicki Live," a talk show geared
toward making college students aware
of current controversial issues, made
its debut in the Lloyd auditorium
Friday, March 26.
The creators of the show are LU
students Don White, director, and
Vicki Ervin, hostess.
According to Ervin, the topic of
gays in the military was chosen to be
the evening's topic of debate because
"no matter what the decision is, it
affects us. We need to know the
issues so we can make intelligent
decisions for ourselves.
"College students are the voice of
America," Ervin said. "No one is taking us seriously, and we have things
that need to be heard."
Questions and comments were
taken from a panel of six people with
military and political backgrounds.

Those for lifting the ban on gays
included:
• Josh O'Brien - political science
major, member of the Lynchburg
College Democrats, runs a part-time
political consulting firm in Boston.
• Scott Ellinwood - member of the
Lynchburg Democrats, vice president
of Amnesty International for the
Lynchburg chapter, also a political
science and philosophy major.
• Jere Real - a professor at
Lynchburg College, graduate of Virginia Military Institute, commissioned
in the U.S. Air Force and served on
active duty from 1956 - 1959. Also
served in U.S. Air Force Reserve from
1959 -1967 at therankof captain.
Panelists opposed to gays in the
military were:
• Greg Dowell - dean of men at
Liberty, commissioned in U.S. Air
Force. He served in the military for
seven years.

• Barton Swaim - political
columnist for The Champion and
vice chairman for the Liberty College
Republicans.
• Jason Williams - chairman of the
LU Col lege Republicans and currently
running for executive vice president
of the student body.
Although panelists heatedly debated the pros and cons of lifting the
ban, things started to get aggressive
after Real professed to be a homosexual and claimed that puberty decides
a person's sexual orientation.
Points from both sides were made
regarding segregation of bunks
and showers, diseases spread from
blood on the battlefield and closet
homosexuals that have died for this
country.
According to Ervin, the question
of the night seemed to be whose rights
are being infringed upon — the
homosexuals' or heterosexuals'?

photo by Adrian Cherry

Vicki Ervin, hostess of "Vicki Live," presents a question to panel member Jere Real, a
professor at LC and professed homosexual, during the Friday, March 26 debate about
homosexuals in the military. More than 250 Liberty students attended the TV talk show sponsored
by the LU telecommunications department.

Debate team ends season
on top, ranked third in nation
The debate team ended its season at
the ADA National Tournament March
12-14 in Fredricksburg, Va.
Liberty's junior varsity teams
placed second, behind Boston
College, in a two-team effort.
By JOANNA TEDDER
Also during the competition, the
Assistant Copy Editor
novice team took first place in their
The Liberty Debate team, ranked division by defeating Boston College
number three by the American De- in the last round.
bate Association (ADA), has an"This tournament was a strong finnounced a coaching change for the ish for our year. It should maintain
upcoming 1993-94 school year.
our present rankings," Pierpoint
Brett O'Donnell, who coached the stated.
During the normal competition,
debate team two years ago, will be
returning as the head debate coach Adam Milam and Brian Gibbons
after completing the course work for defeated Boston College at the
his doctorate degree at Penn State JV level in the octa-final round but
University. O'Donnell will be work- were eliminated from further compephoto by Gemmie Dayri
tition in the quarter finals by Trinity
ing on his dissertation.
University.
Janet
Pierpoint,
the
current
head
Beth Kleinknecht, candidate for vice president of student activities, joins friends in preparing
Stephen Henkel and Sandy Noles,
coach, plans to pursue her master's
for next week's official campaigning, the next step in the SGA election process.
degree at the University of Virginia. also J V debaters, failed to advance to

O'Donnell returns
as debate coach
for 1993-94 season

Senate approves campus
General Studies names
resolution
Liddle adviser of the year security
bill, explained.
By MICHELLE FANNIN

FROM STAFF REPORTS
The College of General S tudies recently awarded Mrs. Grace E. Liddle,
professor in the School of Education, as Liberty's Adviser of the Year for
the 1992-93 school year.
Liddle, one of the three LU finalists, will be nominated for the
Outstanding Adviser for the Mid-Atlantic Region. OAMAR isanationally
recognized program that is co-sponsored by the American College Testing
program and the National Association of Academic Advisers.
Liberty had six academic advisers qualify for the Adviser of the Year
award and three who completed the nomination process, including: Mrs.
CorrineLivesay, from the school of business and government; Liddle; and
Dr. Harvey Hartman, from the school of religion.
A selection committee, consisting of one faculty member from each
resident school or college, met on Tuesday, February 23, to make a final
decision.
According to Wilbur Groat, coordinator of faculty advisers from the
school of general studies, the ballots for the three candidates ran close, with
Liddle chosen as the Adviser of the Year.

Champion Reporter

Student senate passed a resolution
Thursday, March 25, to urge the
administration to step up security on
campus in an effort to reduce the
current campus crime rate.
In addition, the senate unanimously
passed a bill that would place juice
machines on campus to supplement
the current soda machines.
The Resolution for Immediate Increase in Campus Security would
"strategically" place guards at various locations on campus.
"We wouldn't take on new guards.
We would take the guards we have
now and put them in these places,"
Sen. Rebecca Medina, author of the

Campus Calander
• The speakers in chapel this
week include:
Wednesday - Dr. Mark Lamport/
Youth Emphasis Week
Friday - Dr. Falwell
Monday - Dr. Tim Clinton/ Broken
Homes

• Wayne Watson concert on
Saturday, May 1, in the LU Multipurpose Center. For ticket information, call ext. 2131.

Junior/Senior Banquet wil

be on Friday, April 2. For ticket information,
contact SGA at ext. 2323.

• Late night activities for Friday,
April 2, include: Late skate and Putt-Putt
golf.
• T h e C o f f e e H O U S e will be open
Saturday, April 3. Tickets are $1, show
times are 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. For more
information, contact the SGA offices at
ext. 2323.
• T o m L a n d r y , former Dallas Cow-

boys coach, will be speaking during the
morning worship service at TRBC on
Sunday, April 25, at 11 a.m.

• The Music Department has
announced concerts this week:
Friday, April 2 - Senior recital by
Melissa Lehman on the piano.
Saturday, April 3 - Senior recital by
Amy Christopher, soprano.
Tuesday, April 8 - Faculty recital with
Dr. John Hugo, tenor; Alycia Hugo,
flute; and Christian Garat, guitar.
All concerts begin at 8 p.m. and are in
Fine Arts Hall 101

the elimination rounds because of
the lack of minimum speaker points.
However, on the novice level, John
Dickey and Anna Katherine Smith
advanced to the finals round where
they were defeated by George Mason
University.
In addition, Jonathan Barr and Abe
Pafford advanced to the quarter-final
round in which Boston College prevented them from advancement.
Two LU debaters were awarded
during the national tournament for
outstanding achievement in their
speaking abilities. Smith earned a
fourth-place speaker award, and
Dickey was awarded with the ninthplace award.
According to Pierpoint, the results
of the national tournament have not
yet been incorporated into the
national rankings, which will be released sometime next month.

This coupon good for

2 Free Games

According to the resolution, locations for night-time guards would
include the following: near the hill,
between the Vines Center and the
circle, the ravine, behind Dorms 25 28 and in the gravel pit
Medina believes that because of the
recent incidents of campus crime, this
bill would help prevent such criminal
activity from occurring on campus.
In addition, the Juice Machines Bill
includes installing juice machines in
dorms, DeMoss and other areas on
campus.

at
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Volleyball teams cover the floor of the Mulit-Purpose Center while participating in the Volleyball
Madness, sponsored by Health Dimensions Club on Friday, March 26, from 10:30 p.m. to 5 a.m.

.87

Health Dimensions Club
sponsors all-night madness
FROM STAFF REPORTS
More than 200 students, comprising 23 volleyball teams, participated
in Volleyball Madness, sponsored
by the Health Dimensions Club in
the Multi-Purpose Center on Friday,
March 26, from 10:30 p.m. to 5 a.m.
"We're really excited about the
response we've had," Ruth Albert,
president of Health Dimensions, said.
"This is the first time that we have
tried a volleyball madness, and we're
very pleased with the outcome."
According to Albert, all the funds
raisedfromthe evening activity will
go toward various social functions in

which the club participates, including volunteer work for the American
Cancer Society, the American Red
Cross and the American Heart Association in addition to the club's annual banquet, which will be held later
this semester.
Students who participated in the
evening games agreed that it was a
fun way to spend an evening.
"This is an incredible way to spend
a Friday night or any evening for that
matter," Andre Fortin, an LU freshman, said.
High school students who were at
Liberty for College For A Weekend

also agreed that the evening was action-packed and enjoyable.
'This helped me get to meet a lot of
people while here for the weekend
and to have fun," Brcnda Dahlstron, a
high school student from Chicago,
111., said.
The prizes for winning teams included: first place, free dinners at
Applebee's and second place, free ice
cream treats at Billy Joe's.
In addition, 28 coupon prizes such
as a free doughnut and drink from
Krispy Kreme or a free yogurt from
TCBY were awarded to the athletes
on a random basis.

WAS .97

CREST
SAM'S
CHOICE

By LAURA GAYDOS
Thirteen members of the King's
Players traveled to South Carolina
and Georgia during spring break to
perform in churches and schools,
presenting the gospel through drama.
According to Dr. David Allison,
assistant professor of drama, 18 people
came to know Christ as their personal
Savior, and more than 40 individuals
maderededicationsthrough the performances.
King's Players have conducted
tours every spring break for the last
17 years, beginning in 1977 when
Allison came to Liberty and organized the drama team.
Allison said that usually the group
heads north to perform in New Jersey
or New York, but this year was different since the team was stranded at
Liberty until Monday because of the
"storm of the century."
The Players were finally able to
travel to Martinez, Ga. on Monday
where they performed "Which Way"

"This has been the
most effective and
influential trip. The
team became closer,
and it was powerful
to see God working
through us."
— Jennifer Hadden
company manager
for a church and youth rally.
As a result, approximately 10 decisions were made for Christ.
On Tuesday and Wednesday mornings, the drama team performed for
various Christian schools in Georgia.
Also later on Wednesday night,
the team participated in a second youth
rally.
"It was a great experience to see
God working in little children's lives
as much as adults," Xena Hesprich,

one of the King's Players, said.
On Friday, the King's Players were
in Hinesville, Ga., performing the
"Catacombs" for the first time.
Catacombs is a story of faith, hope
and survival as Christians survive in
the last days," Allison said.
Sunday, the last night of the trip,
the group performed "Which Way" in
Charleston, S.C. Fifteen decisions
were made at the performance.
'The neatest part of the trip was
when I led a little girl to the Lord,"
Nicole Casillo, another team member, said.
"This has been the most effective
and influential trip. The team became
closer, and it was powerful to see God
working through us," Jennifer Hadden, company manager and member
for three years, said.
King's Players are planning a
performance of Catacombs on campus Friday, April 30, and Saturday,
May 1.
More information can be obtained
by contacting Allison atext. 2210.
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King's Players minister, reach
unsaved during spring break
Special to the Champion
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By JOANNA TEDDER
The debate team presented a mock
debate Friday, March 26, for interested College for a Weekend participants as a recruitment tool.
In addition, the debaters have
developed several other forms of recruitment to build a quality team of
debaters for next season.
Janet Pierpoint, head debate coach,
explained the benefits of debate to the
CFAW students.
"You learn a lot. When you sit
down and listen to the news, you have
background information to make an
analysis of the situation," she said.

Pierpoint also informed the audience of the debate camp offered each
year before the school year begins.
Sheexplained the process of debate
competition and emphasized the
necessity of commitment to the team
because of the vast amount of time
spent researching and practicing.
According to Pierpoint, three hours
per week are spent in debate class and
a minimum of four hours per week
are spent in practice rounds.
In addition, time is also spent in the
LU library and the library at the
University of Virginia to conduct
extensive research on the various
debate topics. Debaters also receive

information from the Library of
Congress in Washington, D.C.
After the debating procedure was
revealed, team members Brian
Gibbons, John Dickey, Adam Milam
and Abe Pafford presented a mock
debate about the child labor laws in
Bangladesh.
However, in addition to the mock
debate, computer searches aid in recruiting interested students who possess a strong relationship with Christ.
"Most schools simply look for
anybody that can debate," Pierpoint
said. "(LU debaters) must demonstrate that Christians can be clear
thinkers."

Junior/Senior annual banquet promises
an evening remembered, enjoyed
By MATTHEW MCKOWN

be held at the Radisson Hotel in
downtown Lynchburg.
Mark Stailings, a key organizer of
The Student Government Association has scheduled special guests, the event, explained that the seating is
Republican Congressman Bob pre-arranged with name tags at each
Goodlatte of the Virginia 6th District place.
"This way people can arrange for a
and singer Elisha Williams of Truth,
group
of friends to be seated together,"
to appear at this year's Junior/Senior
Stailings
explained.
banquet on Friday, April 2, at 7:30
He
also
stated that since this is a
p.m.
formal
affair,
most people will be
The banquet, a formal affair, will

Champion Reporter

wearing tuxedos and evening gowns.
The main course for the evening
will include: a carefully prepared
prime rib with a vegetable medley,
bread, potatoes, tossed salad and black
forest cake for dessert.
In addition, a photographer will be
available to take pictures at a special
student discount rate of $10.
The program also includes short
skits as part of the entertainment.
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WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY • It U our intention
lo Imvc every advertised ilein in nock. However, ii due lo airy unforeseen iwuun, si)
advertised item if uot available lui purchase, WaJ*Mart will issue a Raiu Check ou
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to limit quantities to normal retail purchases, Lunitations void iu New Mexico.
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Editorial

KILLED of A0ORT/OM VOCTO« WANTS TO

use dKdLe AS A Defease oocumvT.

r

"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17
::£v>::x^v:-x-:-:v

West should be wary of
shaky Russian regime
While a gtappling for control takes place in Moscow, a Russian and
American submarine collide in the Barrent Sea. Two unrelated incidents? Perhaps.
While the hardline Communists make a bid for power, it has gone
unnoticed by the West that theCrnonolifhtic Russian War Machine,
though fragmented, has still continued'-business as usual."
Although the submarine collision only warrants a small report on the
third page of a major newspaper, it is significant. During the Cold War,
collisions and altercations of this type were common and often not
: reported.
The submarines played their silent cat and mouse game, while aircraft
prowled borders and men stood with arms ready, staring at each other
across no*man's-landL Though some of this scenario has changed, these
two powers are hardly allies.
The West is notready or willing to enter another phase of the Cold War.
Infact, wecan hardly contain ourselves inthe rush to dismantle our own
arsenals.
However, caution should be exercised before mistakes of the past are
repeated. AfterWWH, me United States put its arsenal on the scrap heap
and had tore-arm for future conflictsthat arose (Korea, Vietnam). In the
'70s, we were powerless to do anythingbut levy meaningless sanctions
and boycotts against a Soviet Bear that was tromping across the globe.
The Reagan "version" of the Monroe Doctrine changed this policy of
weakness to one of peace through strength.
Instead of hurryihg to dismantle our defense, we should look at the
following key events mat are currently taking place around the globe:
• North Korea's withdrawal from the Non-JProliferation Treaty
• The recent purchase of several diesel- powered Russian; submarines
by Iran. This action sent neighboring countries scrambling to acquire
anti-submarine warfare technology.
•Thefragmenting of theSovietmiliu?^ infrastructure, resulting in less
centralized controlof its intercontinental ballistic missiles; and the fact
that, contrary to popular belief, Russia has made little progress in the
transition to a free enterprise system.

SGA debate planned
Who are thepresidential candidates, and for what do they stand ?
Find out at the debate in which the presidential and executive vicepresidential candidates will go head to head.
The debate will take place the first night of the election, Wednesday,
April, 7, in DH 160-161, starting at 9:15 p.m. The candidates will
respond to questions from the newspaper staff and you, the students.
The debate will begin after church with the presidential contenders
first taking questions from the media panel and then fielding questions
from the audience. A candidate will be given two minutes to respond to
a question; and men the pmer candidate will be given two minutes to
rebut.
Also, the candidates will be giventimeto make opening comments.
The second portion of the debate will include the executive vieepresidentiai candidates; The same format will be used as m the first
debate.
The Champion is sjponsoring the debate to foster a greater awareness
onthe actual questions raised by the candidates instead of concentrating
on the candidates' marketing.
Join us, and be informed!

Consider this...
A Boulder, Colo, police department will not sponsor a local Boy
Scouts of America Explorer program because of the Scout's refusal to
allow homosexuals to join and/or become leaders.
The fact that this latest development takes place in Colorado is
interesting. Both Colorado and the Boy Scouts of America have
emerged inrecem months as two courageous bulwarks against a sect of
society that is threatening to re-define the word, "minority."
In light of its independence and solid moral climate, perhaps a mass
migration of Christians to Colorado is in order. There, we could
congregate like the Mormons of Utah and become Boy Scout leaders.
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Solve problems by using law
The ebb andflowof history never ceases nor
will the conflicts of man.
The difference between a great conflict and
a minor one is not entirely rooted in the nature
of the conflict itself, for all have the potential
to cause harm. Rather, die difference is how
men deal with the conflict.
Hardly a generation passes that does not
consider itself confronting great crisis or
conflict.
In 1993, Charles Colson said in a speech
after winning the Templeton Prize for progress in religion: "It is the most self-destructive
process the nation could embark on," referring
to the moral decline and the "stripping (of)
religion away from the public life to our great
and everlasting peril."
Similarly, in 1838, Abraham Lincoln said to
the Young Men's Lyceum in Springfield, 111..
"I hope I am over wary; but ifl am not, there
is, even now, something of ill-omen amongst
us.
"I mean the increasing disregard for the law
which pervades the country; the growing disposition to substitute the wild and furious
passions, in lieu of the sober judgement of
Courts; and the worse-than-savage mobs, for
the executive ministries of justicc.If destruction be our lot, we must ourselves be its author
and finisher. As a nation of free men, we must
live through all time, or die by suicide."
The question is not whether there will be
conflict, but how one should deal with conflict. Lincoln addressed the issue with a strong
endorsement of adherence to law and order,
supporting the American structure designed

Ben
LaFrombois
Editor

The

Fountainhead

to deal with conflict.
Lincoln answered the question, "Let every
lover of Liberty, every well-wisher to his
prosperity, swear by the blood of the Revolution, never to violate in the least particular,
the laws of the country; and never to tolerate
their violation by others...let every man remember that to violate the law, is to trample
on the blood of his father, and to tear the
character of his own, and his children's liberty.
"And, in short, let it become the political
religion of the nation; and let the old and the
young, the rich and the poor, the grave and the
gay, of all sexes and tongues, and colors and
conditions, sacrifice unceasingly upon its
altars.
"I do mean to say, that, although bad laws,
if they exist, should be repealed as soon as
possible, still while they continue in force, for
the sake of example, they should be religiously observed."
When a pro-life "activist" shoots a doctor,
is he not putting the gun to his own head and
that of every other American? When he takes
the law, no matter whose law, into his own
hand, he is only destroying that which he
hopes to uphold and protect him.
Lincoln supported the traditional institu-

tions that permitted the best resolution of
social conflict. He realized America has the
most capable form of government to deal with
difficulties, if it is permitted to fulfill its function. In other words, can we govern ourselves?
Problems arise when man circumvents the
pre-existing structures that make "wild and
furious passions" unnecessary. In time of
conflict and crisis, such as in the debate over
abortion, the greatest need is not to further
digress from the American tradition but to
endorse it with self restraint and behavior
which supports the structure.
Wild and furious passions lead to only
"resolutions" that result in hundreds of thousands of deaths as in the Civil War or the
shooting of doctors to impose one's moral
code upon another.
These conflicts need not produce destruction; but if dealt with in a mature manner
relying upon the already present structures, i
constructive resolutions can be achieved.
However, in the case of abortion, one must
trust the pre-existing legal structure. It accommodates multiple levels of appeal and
involvement. Tactics of civil disovedience,
which are not so civil in their impact, not only
cause harm but result in the undermining of
the purpose for which they were used. Lincoln explained put it, "till all the walls erected
for the defence of the persons and of property
, are trodden down and disregarded."
Crisis is not the time to destroy the system
but to reinforce the American tradition.

University waste runs unchecked
In my continuing investigation of government waste, I have come across billions of
taxpayer dollars that have been given away
Jason
(or should I say thrown away) each year. And
Williams
as I have stated in previous columns, there is
Staff Columnist
no reason to raise taxes for programs and
In the Right Corner
benefits that the citizens of the United States
either need or want.
However, during my investigations in the education. This particular case involves Stanblatant rip-off of the taxpayers by our govern- ford University, one of America's most presment, I found something very surprising. Many tigious centers of learning.
Americans believe that a sound educational
•$6,000 for cedar-lined closets in the
system is the key to a great society. I agree
president's home
somewhat. Excluding the salvation of Jesus
•$2,000 a month for fresh-cut flowers
Christ, a solid education is one of the most
•$1,000 a month for laundry bills
important things that you can receive in this
•$1,500 for liquor at pre-game parties
world.
•$7,000 for sheets for the president's
Politicians understand how people feel.
bed
Remember the "education" president? Poli•$45,000 for a "retreat" for Stanford
ticians say that they want to help provide a
Trustees at Lake Tahoe
better education for our children. They in•$3,000 for two Voltaire chairs
crease our taxes in the name of improving
•$33,000 annual dues to the America
education, and most people fall for it. UnforAssociation of Universities
lunadey, most people don't understand where
•$185,000 for administrative expense for a
the money that they sacrifice (there's that
shopping center owned by the university
word again) is really going.
•$12,000 dollars for student activities,
Most federal money goes toward higher
including a Fraternity "Task Force"
education, including universities and gradu•$64,000 for the upkeep of the
ate schools. State governments usually take
chancellor's residence, even though he
care of elementary and secondary schools.
passed away five years earlier
Much of this money is rewarded under the
auspices of heal th-and-science based research.
In fact, $9 billion dollars was spent on this last
year.
One third of the money, or $3 billion, goes
directly to the schools for supposedly legitimate and "allowable" overhead. However, as
discovered by the General Accounting Office
of the Federal Government, there was widespread abuse of the money, as schools were
not using the money for the designated projects or reasearch.
Instead, the funds were used for things such
as alcohol and parties and later billed as
"indirect costs."
Here is a sample of what some universities
use goverment grants for in the name of

•$2,000 for student dances, soft drinks,
bands, movie rentals and beach trips
•$525,000 for computer systems to raise
more funds
•$249,000 for parking lot expenses
Standford alone has recieved 1.8 billion in
the last 10 years. Almost one half of the
money has been billed to the U.S. taxpayer for
"indirect costs." Stanford has also revealed
that goverment grants pay for a quarter of
Standford's entire budget.
Stanford is not the only university to rob
Americans blind. Dartmouth, Yale, Harvard,
MIT, Rutgers, Johns Hopkins, Duke, Emory
and USC are among over 61 universities currently being investigated for alleged fraud and
corruption.
These universities constantly complain
about the "lack" of money. Each year they beg
more from the government, and the government is happy to oblige.
They use the excuses of higher tuition costs,
fees and cut backs in student services to pay
for the extravagant living of the administrators.
These are the great teachers who will lead,
through education, our country from moral
and spiritual ruin?
Jesus Christ was the greatest teacher. He
never asked for $7,000 bed sheets.
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Media grossly manipulates public opinion
By BRENT TRIMBLE
Opinion Editor

Wc are engaged in a war of language. After the president's well-orchestrated speech on the State of the
Union last month, it is becoming increasingly evident that the only thing
he is effectively capable of is a nauseatingly insinceredialogueofeconomic
remedies that are nothing more than a
regurgitation of past mistakes.
Throughout the election, conservatives cried foul at the poor display of
objective journalism by the mass
media. Even journalists employed by
major networks are raising eyebrows
at the Clinton hysteria that gripped
the Washington press corp.
"Some reporters are smitten with
Clinton," said ABC correspondent
Brit Hume. "There are things written
about Clinton and Gore that I have
never seen written, even by opinion
writers. I think there has beenadouble
standard." An understatement
Yet, the mediafrenzycontinues.
The morning after the unveiling of
the "master plan," one would have
thought newspapers across the nation
would have blared slamming headlines such as: "CLINTONRENEGES
ON PROMISE, MIDDLE-CLASS
TAX HIKE INEVITABLE."
The opposite was true. In USA
Today, we were pleasantly greeted
with the fact RICH READY TO PAY
MORE. How nice, does this mean
that those currently living on what
most would consider the low end of
the income scale can contribute less?
Other headlines in the Richmond
Times-Dispatch included phrases like,
WE MUST ALL CONTRIBUTE. A

subhead to the Feb. 18 front-page
article, outlining the econom ic plan in
detail read, "If taken as a whole, it
willhelpallofus." Wonderful. What
should an intelligent, rational person
make of this?
Somehow, the scenario of H&R
Block beefing up its weekend staff to
accommodate the hordes of citizens
rushing in to contribute docs not bode
well. The gush that the press describes the "willingness of the American people to sacrifice" is absurd.
The words of American psychology guru William James ring true in
this period of time in which we are
trapped. James said, "There is no idea
so absurd that if it is repeated long
enough, people will not believe it." .
And was it not Adolph Hitler who felt
that if any lie is told long enough and
loud enough, people will come to
believe it?
The press is using a strategy of
manipulation through association to
make any American who, for some
strange reason, does not get a warm
feeling when thinking about the Internal Revenue Service feel alienated
from mainstream society.
This technique is usually most evident in the polling epidemic that
sweeps the mass media every election
year. Voters are manipulated by
margins and "projection votes." Perhaps this can be ('escribed as a bandwagon syndrome. Everyone likes a
winning team.
In a watchdog book on American
media, "Inventing Reality," Michael
Parenti says, "The most effective
propaganda is that which relies on
framing rather than falsehood. By

bending the truth rather than breaking
it, using emphasis, nuance, innuendo
and peripheral embellishments, communicators can create a desired impression without resorting to explicit
advocacy and without departing too
far from the appearance of objectivity." Strange, coming from a man
whoreadily subscribes to the political
left of things.
Do not think for one moment that

the creation of the news is not an exact
science. Headlines and story angles
are planned for optimum effectiveness and efficiency. All this takes
place under the guise of objectivity
and impartial i ty. This is a necessity to
maintain a semblance of credibility.
Herbert Schiller wrote in 'The Mind
Managers," "For manipulation to be
most effective, evidence of its presence should be non-existent. It is

essential, therefore, that people who
are manipulated believe in the neutrality of their key social institutions."
Agreed, most people in the country
take what the media says at face value,
with little or no digestion of the underlying half-truths so prevalent in its
content. Indeed, the American media
has become Lenin and Trotsky's,
"opium of the masses."
But what of the thinking men and

women of the nation who refuse to be
force-fed this drivel? We are dubbed
"easily manipulated by leaders of the
religious right," and other un-pleasantries like "poor and un-educated."
What did media mogul Ted Turner
say of Christians in general? "Idiots."
And that is exactly what the press
labels those who dare to question its
omniscient wisdom and social insight.
Idiots.

LU Forum
UMBC accepts apology;
questions stereotypes

Homosexuals lack constitutional approval,
look to nature for evidence of procreation
Editor:
SPECIAL RIGHTS FOR HOMOSEXUALS?
The hard fact is that homosexual orientations are caused by abnormal environments
and/or brain defects.
(To anoyone who says that biologicallycaused homosexual orientations are NOT
brain defects, one can easily respond: If all
living things had homosexual orientation,
life would die out in short order, so it's
obvious that any biologically-caused homosexual orientations are brain defects.)
We should have much understanding for

anyone born homosexual, because after all we
are all born with imperfect natures; but imperfect natures and brain defects do not justify
immoral activity.
Thinking people have known for centuries
that there is no logical or moral justification
for homosexual behavior because such behavior is a bad legal precedent.
If we condone homsexual deviations, then
we must fairly condone other unusual deviations. What if someone is accidentally born
with the desire to have sex with cows or
sheep?
Some people have such sex. How ridicu-

lous and bizarre are we going to allow the
world to get?
People clearly should be penalized for
wrong behavior. Homosexual activity is
clearly wrong behavior. Penalizing immoral
people is obviously NOT discrimination
Penalizing homo- and bi-sexuals is NOT
discrimination. Homo- and bi-sexuals do not
deserve special rights or "gay rights" (sad
wrongs).They have the same rights as normal
heterosexuals, but there clearly is no constitutional right to engage in homosexual activity.
Wayne Lela
Aurora, III.

Pro-life movement successfully uses necessity
defense; editor should rely on Scripture authority
Editor:
In his recent response to our defense of
Operation Rescue, Ben LaFrombois again
manages to categorically miss the point
First, the editor states that his experience
working with the Rutherford Institute has
convinced him that it is inappropriate to apply
"necessity defense" to Operation Rescue.
We are curious if he was unaware of the
1991 case of Detwiler vs. City of Akron in
which the Rutherford Institute advocated
consideration of "necessity defense" in justification of a pro-life trespasser before the
Supreme Court of the United States, just one
of the many cases in which "necessity defense" has been used to justify Operation
Rescue, as well it should.
Furthermore, oftentimes "necessity defense" is not used in court because judges

have ordered Rescue lawyers not to field the
argument in their courts, revealing their bias
and perverting the American judicial system.
(See Randall Terry's book "Accessory to
Murder" for further documentation.)
However, even if "necessity defense" did
not justify Operation Rescue (which it does),
we must still obey the command of Proverbs
24:11 to "deliver those who are drawn towards death and hold back those stumbling to
slaughter."
The use of the word "slaughter" clearly implies organized, immoral killing, an apt description of abortion. We are to "deliver" the
victims—our duty is clear.
Finally, in reference to the Underground
Railroad, LaFrombois fails to realize the essence of the similarity to Operation Rescue.
Both organizations held that where property

rights are illegitimately abused to ruin or
destroy human life; those illegitimate abuses
may be actively opposed. If anything, the
Underground Railroad, which on occasion
"stole" slaves from their masters' plantations,
were more activist than Operation Rescue,
which merely blocks the doors to murder
clinics.
It is pitiable that the editor of a Christian
journal feels it his duty to defend the rights of
abortionists to ply their murderous trade in the
face of Operation Rescue. Perhaps if Mr.
LaFrombois depended less on Geisler's book
on civil disobedience and more on God's
Book, he wouldn't find himself in these
awkward circumstances.
Stephen Henkel
John W. Dickey
William Campbell

Editor:
I looked at the copy of The Champion that
we here at UMBC's student newspaper, The
Retriever, receive through an inter-school
newspaper exchange.
I flipped to the opinion section, as that is
my field, and saw in the letters section the
name of my beloved institution.
The letter in the March 10 edition was titled
"Lacrosse team apologizes for short game."
I can understand Christopher King's embarrassment over the incident; and on behalf
of the University of Maryland, Baltimore
County accept his apology.
I do have a big problem with two paragraphs in the middle of Mr. King's letter.
He writes: "Liberty University was humiliated as a whole in front of a visiting
secular school looking to show up "Jerry's
kids."
They were another group of people looking
for another good reason to look down on
Christians as a fanatical minority."
Sir, you do no good for the Kingdom when
you assume that people who don't think like
you are looking for a reason to hate you.
I also take deep offense to the label you

apply to UMBC.
We are a state school and are legally bound
to be "secular." Despite this, there are Christians here, and we fight the Lord's battles
everyday.
When a Christian makes a college choice,
he or she has two options: fight or flight.
I could have gone to a Christian college and
been safe, but I chose this "secular" school.
Being a Christian on this campus is not like
being a Christian at Liberty.
Does Liberty have a Pagan Student Union?
Does Liberty have an Islamic society? Does
Liberty have a Jewish Student Union?
Christians at UMBC are strangers in a
strange land. I knew this when I came here. I
chose to come down from the safety of the
mountaintop and put myself on the line for
God.
My message here is simple: Don't be too
quick to judge students at non-Christian
schools.
Mr. King, I pray that you can learn to meet
non-Christian opponents where they are when
witnessing, because when you don't, you make
my job harder.
Pete Fitzpatrick

Dean deals with field mix-up
Editor:
A letter to the editor on March 10, by
Christopher King, regarding the Liberty lacrosse game with UMBC warrants a framework of understanding. The letter implies that
the "institution" is somehow attempting to
restrict the lacrosse team and that they "are
being held back."
I can assure the lacrosse team members that
we wish them every success and opportunity
afforded to any other student group on campus.
However, like any other student group on
campus, there are policies and procedures that
must be adhered to so that everything may be
done decently and in order. Mr. Glenn Hawkins, faculty adviser for the lacrosse club, Mr.

Mike Stewart, dean of Student Life and I have
met to resolve the misunderstanding created
over this whole situation. We believe that
plans are in place to guard against future
conflicts.
I agree that the whole situation was unfortunate, embarrassing and could have been
avoided. Apologies have been sent to the
UMBC lacrosse team.
Misunderstandings usually result when
communication breaks down between two or
more parties. Let us work together to ensure
good communication and to provide a positive testimony to all we come in contact with
no matter what the forum.
Bruce Traeger, associate vice president of student development

Church leaders, voters lack direction
Editor:
This nation has elected a pro-abortion president. Two days after William Clinton's inauguration, he signed an executive order facilitating information about and access to abortion.
Mr. Clinton was educated at a Catholic
primary school and Georgetown University,
an alleged Catholic institution.
Clinton thanked the Church for supporting
his candidacy. Some of us who are Roman
Catholic rejected his feigned gratitude.
The "American" Catholic Church leaders
provided no specific moral direction about the

matter of voting for pro-abortion candidates.
Truly, it was the silence of the shepherds!
Because abortion is an abomination, those
Catholics who voted for pro-abortion politicians such as Clinton become accomplices.
The political prelates lacking virile courage failed to make this declaration of moral
theology.
This sin of omission we'll surely contribute toGod's imminent wrath. Let us pray and
do penance this Lent as we wait the justice of
the Lord.
Joseph E. Vallely, M.Ed.
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Givens Books capitalizes
on big student discounts
By CHARLES E. MALLORY
Champion Reporter

The prices that students pay for
textbooks always seem to stand out in
their memories as they look back on
each semester. Not only has finding
books been hard, but trying to find
enough money to pay for them is even
harder.
Givens Books, located at 2345
Lakeside Dr. in Lynchburg, is one
business that during the past few
years has developed a way to provide
students and professors with textbooks.
George Givens and his wife Sylvia
started their book store in 1976 in
Boonsboro. It wasn't until their move
to Lakeside Drive in 1979 that they
expanded their services to the textbook market with an increase in
students' business.
"We have been purchasing textbooks for students throughout the area
since we've been in business," Givens said. "The company we deal with
also takes used books, so we were
able to start buying books back from
the students last year.
Givens attributes last year's high
sell-back rate to the fact that some
schools could not afford to buy back
students' books.
Another feature Givens said that
helps students find the books they

need is their computer systems on
CD-ROM.
"Anyone can call us with a title or
author of a book; and within minutes,
we are able to tell them exacUy how
much it will cost, if it is still in print
and how long it will take for the book
to come in after ordering. The computer is updated every week for accuracy," Givens said.
Givens also said that they currently
deal with two sources to buy books.
One "jobber," better known as a supplier, is Ingram Book Company, which
has six warehouses across the country. This allows for flexibility in finding a particular book.
"If the supplier here in Virginia has
the book, it can usually be delivered
within 24 to 48 hours. If they don't
have the book, our last resort is to go
directly to the publisher. It rarely
happens, but it can be done," Givens
said.
Givens said that the hardest part
about selling student textbooks is the
returns or cancelled orders.
'This is one way we lose money
because some students will order the
same book from several stores and
then buy the book from the store where
the books comes in first They usually
forget to notify the others stores to
cancel the order. This usually costs
the stores restocking fees with the

State seeks applicants
for Mrs. Virginia contest
Applications are now being accepted from all over the Old Dominion State for the annual Mrs. Virginia
America Pageant to be staged at the
Hyatt Hotel in Richmond.
The Mrs. Virginia America Pageant is an official Mrs. America contest, the only nationally televised
pageant for married women in the
country. Now in its 17th year, the
Mrs. Virginia America Pageant will
be presented June 19 and 20.
All judging is on the basis of poise,
personal interview and beauty. Applicants who qualify must be at least
18 years of age, presently married,
U.S. citizens and residents of the state
for at least six months.
Among her many prizes, Mrs.
Virginia America 1993 will receive
an expense-paid trip to the

nationally televised Mrs. Virginia
Pageant. The new winner will be
the recipient of a cash reward, a
fur coat, luggage and many other
prizes.
The 1993 Mrs. Virginia America
Pageant will be seen from coast to
coast. The new Mrs. America will
receive a cash award, a mink coat, an
automobile, a television, a personal
appearance contract and more.
The current Mrs. Virginia America
is Debora Gaskins of Virginia Beach.
She was a semi-finalist in the 1992
Mrs. America Pageant.
Any married woman interested in
competing for the title must send
her name, address, telephone number
and a recent photo to: Mrs. Virginia
America, Dept. A, 603 Schrader
Ave., Wheeling, WV 26003-9619.

CUSTOM DRESSMAKING
& SEWING
Formals, Weddings, Pageants
Our Specialty !
*Over 200 colors of Satin & Taffeta
*100's of unique styles & specialty fabrics
*Laces, trims, appliques, beads, pearls, & much more
* African fabrics too!

publisher, and that's where we lose
the money," Givens said.
To combat this problem, Given
suggests that students order well in
advance to allow time for the book to
come in before classes begin.
With the semester's end quickly
approaching, students will be looking for a way to rid themselves of unwanted textbooks before the summer
break. Givens is the place to go.
Givens uses the Nebraska Book
Company's Buyers Guide to ensure
the best sell-back prices. They will
also work on an in-store credit basis if
desired.
"We are the only full-serviced
book store in Central Virginia,"
Givens said. Whether people are avid
readers, high school or college
students, Givens books has everything from "A to Z" at the best prices.

photo by Sheldon \

T.J. Maxx, located atGandler's Station in Lynchburg, will host itsgrand opening, Sunday, April
.4. at noon. Above, Jennifer Bentley, LU student Christina Sawyer and Teresa Scay prepare
for opening day by unloading and labeling merchandise.

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home.
Easy! No selling. You're paid
direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREE Information-24 Hour
Hotline. 801-379-2900
Copyright #VA023750

Classifieds Really Work!
$

To place a classified ad or to request a rate card, Contact Mrs. Pat Mazanec, ad manager for The
Champion, at 582-2128 or write to: The Champion, Advertising Dept., Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA
24506-8001.

INTL. EMPLOYMENT: Make
money teaching basic conversational
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan.
Make $2,000-$4,000+ per month.
Many provide room & board+other
benefits! No previous training or
teaching certificate required. For
International Employment program,
call the International Employment
Group: (206) 632-1146, ext. J5344.
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
'89 MERCEDES
$200
'86 VW
$50
*87 MERCEDES
$100
'65 MUSTANG
$50
Choose from thousands starting
at $50. FREE Information-24
Hour Hotline. 801-379-2929
Copyright #VA023710
EARN: $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. M3, P.O. Box
1779,DenhamSprings,LA 707271779

FUNDRAISER: All it takes is a
small group with a little energy and
a lot of excitement to earn $500$1500 in just one week. Call 1800-592-2121, ext. 313.

CLUBS
RAISE A C O O L
$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!

MASSAGE: for health and
relaxation at your location by appt.
Professional massage therapist. $40
per 1 1/2 hr. 528-2800, lv.
message.

NO OBLIGATION. NO COST.
And a F R E E
IGLOO COOLER
if you qualify. Call '

STATION MANAGER for an established ministry-oriented 50 kilowatt FM Christian radio station with
excellent growth potential. Must
have a minimum of five years experience in all phases of Christian
radio broadcasting with a vision for
fulfillment of the Great Commission through radio ministry. Applicants will not be excluded on the
basis of gender or race. Send resume to Maranatha, Inc., 1710
Garden of Eden Road, Cambridge,
MD 21613.

1-800-932-0528, Ext.65
TOUR EUROPE in May 1994 for
LU credit, six countries, 15 days.
All expenses included(except
luncheons and personal) for about
$1900. International Business Practicum course optional. Apply now
and guarantee against price increase. Contact Dr. Robert Adkins,
Dean, School of Business and Government, ext. 2480. LU students,
alumni and friends of TRBC ministries qualify.

WANTED Quality vintage fountain pens. Parker, Sheaffer, Eversharp, Waterman, etc. $$$ paid!
528-2852, lv. message.
SUMMER CAMP STAFF:
Holiday Lake 4-H Educational
Center isaccepting applications for
summer camp program staff. Must
be at least 19 years old or one year
of college. Salary plus room and
board. Weekends off! Application
deadline April 12. Following instructors positions available: Archery, EMT, Canoeing, Horsemanship, Lifeguard, Riflery, Drama,
Electric Energy, Nature/Aquatic
Science, Outdoor Adventure and
Waterfront Director. Application
or additional information contact
Greg Wallace, Program Director,
Route 2, Box 630, Appomattox,
VA 24522 or call (804) 248-5444.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Join GM's Graduation Celebration!
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EZ 2 Deal
• No Gimmicks
• No Hidden Charges
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the financing option that's right for you... from traditional (Suchase t o g
SMARTLEASE4" by GMAC or our newest option, GMAC SMARTBUY."'

Your deserve to drive the Best and receive the Best Service
Let Lane show you how pleasant car buying can be, ask for
Sam Angus, Bucky Cawtnorne, Butch Thomas.

If you are eligible to participate in the GM College Grad Program,

If you are about to graduate, have recently graduated from a two-or
four-year college, or are .i graduate student, you may qualify! Vbu can
receive a $500 certificate good toward any new Chevrolet, Chevy Truck,
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Spring arrives

Virginia Beach makes waves
By BECKY GRIGGS

arc located throughout the city.
Virginia Beach Farmer's Market inThe water is clean and fresh. Gentle cludes 17,000 square feet of vendors'
waves approach the shore. The cries of booths, wholesale truck sheds and a ressea gulls linger in the air. A warm breeze taurant. At the market, fresh produce, baked
softly blows the sand. Voices and music goods, shoe repair and the Art & Framing
Shop are available in a friendly country
fill the air.
setting. The market is open every day of
Welcome to Virginia Beach.
Virginia Beach, surrounded by the At- the year.
The Waterside, a festival marketplace
lantic Ocean and the Chesapeake Bay, is
a way for students to en- ^
.
„
, B B B B B M P . with specialty shops, restaurants and entertainjoy hours of fun in the
Trpi/ja/
Track
ment, also offers cruises
sun.
" • " - ^ — — — f ea turing a MississippiLess than four hours
from LU, Virginia Beach is nothing less style riverboat, a harbor cruise dinner and
than a world-class beach. In addition to a schooner. The Waterside is open daily
surf, sun and sand, it also offers recrea- with extended summer hours.
tion, sports, shopping, dining and historiVirginia Beach restaurants arc widelycal sights.
ranged to suit a variety of tastes. Of
The famous boardwalk, decorated with course, a specialty of the area is fresh,
graceful lampposts and colorful flags, is local seafood.
one of the features that makes Virginia
Sports are popular in Virginia Beach.
Beach so unique. The boardwalk is lined Sailing, canoeing, surfing, windsurfing
with charming outdoor cafes, providing and jet skiing are all available for the
diners with a beautiful view of the ocean. active tourists.
Parks are also situated along the boardFor those who like to fish, there are
walk, offering seasonal entertainment to piers on both the ocean and the bay. One
visitors of all ages.
can either charter a boat or take a day trip
However, that's not all. Although many on a headboat. Boats are available for
tend to focus on the beach alone, there's a full-day charter, and party boats are availlot more to Virginia Beach than the ocean able for morning or afternoon trips.
front.
There are accommodations to suit just
While shopping in Virginia Beach, one about every sporting interest. Golfers can
will discover that bargains can be found choose from 10 public golf courses, and
even in a resort area. Several regional there are more than 188 public tennis
malls, shopping centers and outlet centers courts.

Champion Reporter

photo courtesy of the Virginia Beach Visitor 1 * Association

Virginia Beach, the largest city in the state, offers a variety of attractions.
The sights draw visitors from all over the country. Here, a couple enjoys
the day deep-sea fishing off the Atlantic coast.

Recreation also abounds in the Virginia Beach area. The area offers recreation for all ages and interests. One of the
newest miniature golf course layouts,
Ocean Breeze Festival Park, is a multiattraction amusement complex which
features batting cages, WildWatcr Rapids
and Motorworld.
Busch Gardens' The Old Country is a
European-theme park featuring fantasy
villages of Old England, Germany, France
and Italy. The entertainment park offers
exciting rides, entertaining shows and an
array of shops and restaurants.
Visitors can view many historical sights
in Virginia Beach. At Cape Henry, visitors can see the spot where the English
settlers who founded Jamestown first
landed on the North American continent.
This landmark also features the famous
Cape Henry Lighthouse.
Just south of the resort area is the most
popular museum in Virginia, the Virginia
Marine Science Museum. This museum
contains many hands-on exhibits and a
50,000-gallon saltwater aquarium.
Virginia Beach's colonial heritage
can be seen in several houses from
the 17th and 18th centuries. The Thoroughgood House, built in 1680, is one of
the oldest remaining brick houses in
America.
More information on Virginia Beach
can be obtained by ordering a Virginia
Beach Accommodations directory from
the Lynchburg Visitor's Center.

Rock climbing increases in popularity in Lynchburg
By JEFF HARLOW

climb because of poor protection
are now being tackled by even the
Champion Reporter
Most people picture rock climb- novice climbers.
The SLCD (Spring-Loaded
ing as a fool's sport—for the
Camming
Device) has revolution"adrenaline junkies." However,
ized
rock
climbing.
The SLCD is
rock climbing is not only a heartwedged
into
the
rock
where other
racing sport, but it is also an art.
protection
will
not
hold.
The only
People often ask, "Why climb?"
disadvantage
is
the
price
tag. One
Sir Edward Mallory answered
BHBiijjj^ijjjjjjjji
of
these
little
simply by saying,
^^Kmtmmmmi^maim
gadgets
may
run
"because it is
.
in the S30-S50
~~*"~ range.
climb • — — ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ ~ "
People
for many reasons. Climbing gives
Bouldering and lead climbing
more to man than most sports. No are the most popular types of climbone foses in climbing. No one is ing. Bouldering is climbing close
cut from the team, and everyone to the ground without a rope or
who participates is a winner.
protection. The climber wears rock
Recent climbing technology has climbing shoes and carries a chalk
increased the popularity of the bag to eliminate sweat from his
sport. In the early 1900s, men hands and prevent slipping.
climbed with hemp ropes which
Lead climbing involves two
often did not support their weight. people—a lead climber and a beToday's climbing ropes are made layer (a second climber who folof materials such as nylon and lows the lead climber and protects
Kevlar which can support more him). There is a greater need for
than 4,000 pounds. Rocks that were professional instruction in lead
once thought of as impossible to climbing because the ropes are

there-

Leisure

often confusing and the danger is
greater than bouldering.
Granite, slate and sandstone are
the most common types of rocks
to climb. The type of rock to climb
depends upon each individual
climber.
Sandstone is the most common
rock of Virginia. Black Water
Creek, Crab Tree Falls and the
Priest are good places to climb in
the Greater Lynchburg area.
Climbing is a sport of many
personalities. Anybody can learn
to climb. However, the best way
to begin is to take a private lesson.
After acquiring some skills, a
climber can invest in his own
equipment. The equipment needed
to boulder costs approximately
S125 while lead climbing equipment averages $800.
Climbing equipment will last the
average climber a lifetime with
the exception of the rope which
should be replaced at least every
four years because of the amount
of wear and tear it sustains.

photo courtesy of Jeff Harlow

Rock climbing has become a popular sport and leisure activity all around the country.
Here, Jeff Harlow demonstrates his expertise at Black Water Creek near Lynchburg.

Negative attitude: Key to maintaining a positive collision course
Are movies more appealing
than school work? Are you sluggish when it comes to completing
projects? Do you dread going to
work or class? Do your co-workers often act surprised when you
appear to be in a good mood?
If you suffer from any of these
afflictions, you may very well be a
victim of, what I call, Poor Work
Attitude Syndrome (PWAS).
PWAS was introduced at
the beginning of time. Some
would say Jonah was even a victim
of this dreadful mental disorder.
Remember his Ninevah assignment? He tried to avoid the
inevitable, but he was eventually
swallowed and regurgitated by a
whale. (Work doesn't sound quite
so dreadful now, does it?)
PWAS affects almost every area
of work production. It prevents

m

StaffColumnist

Focal Point
timely completion of projects and
assignments. It acts as a blockade
to communication and hinders
overall happiness. And it surely
puts a damper on the atmosphere
in a work area.
Think back. Do you remember
an experience in which you forced
yourself to sit down and do something — write a paper, study for a
test, watch LUSLLL videos, etc?
You dreaded it, avoided it and
fretted over it; but once you finally finished it, didn't you feel
better?
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Jennifer S.
Blandford

And now, looking back,
wouldn't you admit that if you
would have just gotten it over
with in the beginning, you would
have been much happier?
This is my point: PWAS controls your attitude and performance. It affects the way others
view you. It may keep you from a
getting a promotion or graduating
magna cum laude. As it creeps
into your mind slowly, you may
not even realize you have it.
However, you need to get rid of it,
and the only cure exists within
yourself.
Maybe you don't like your job.
You probably don't like writing
papers. I'm sure you don't enjoy
watching videos of humorless
LUSLLL professors spewing
endless lectures during your vacations. But guess what? It all has to

get done.
You have to go to work. You
have to earn your 126 credits to
graduate — no matter how. You
have to exercise to be in shape.
You have to socialize to keep
friends.
Everything in life requires work.
(See how PWAS can be a real
problem?)
Did you know that a bad
attitude affects everything and
everyone around you? How
can you expect others to perform
with excellence or to respond
positively
toward
you if
you're constantly grumbling and
complaining?
Think about this. Have you
ever been at a basketball or football game where your team was
losing? (not necessarily a Flames
game). How did the cheerleaders

respond? How did the fans
respond?
I'd be willing to bet (figuratively speaking, of course, for all
hypersensitive readers) that if
the cheerleaders were genuinely
supportive and positive, the fans
were equally supportive and positive.
Have you ever seen a crowd that
was excited if the cheerleaders

Jflortet
5600 E d g e w o o d A v e n u e
Lynchburg, V A 24502
1-800-248-9987
239-8567

VITO'S
PIZZA

'Elegant & 'Unique
Weddings

"Best Pizza
In Town."

Bridal and Formal
The Pluza-Lynchburg, Virginia 24501

Candlers Station

Tuxedo Rental Specials
$43.93 to $59.93
including shoes

Lynchburg, VA

845-0815

D

Please bring this ad
(

Gowns for all occassions
now on sale $69.00 and up.

Flowers for your date
corsage and boutonniere sets:
$8.93 $11.93 13.93
silk and live

"Help LU- Buy a medium or large pizza
& Vito's will donate .50 or a $1.00 to the
LU Journalism Department."
Free Delivery
10% in house discount w/
Liberty Students ID

were expecting and accepting a
loss? Just think of yourself as a
cheerleader.
Make yourself a happier
person. Spread some cheer to the
others around you. Get the
things done that you've been
neglecting. Spend time with
those who need you. Kick PWAS.
Because if you don't — watch
out for the whales.

r

Regency Florist

~\

$1.00 off Boutonnieres or Corsage
i« When You Demand Quality, Demand Regency."
i

V.

Behind Nations Bank off Wards Road •
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Steven Curtis Chapman
shares 'Great Adventure'

By DAVID HART

cals ("Saddle up your horses!") of the title cut.
Chapman virtually exploded onto center
If Steven Curtis Chapman viewed each of stage through a veil of smoke as shafts of
his albums as paintings, his latestalbum, "The flame red and electric blue light synchronized
Great Adventure," would be his brightest and with Chapman's voice. His words released an
boldest masterpiece thus far.
urgency, beckoning the listener to "follow our
Chapman, who performed a three-hour leader into the glorious unknown."
concert last Thursday, March 25, in the Vines
A broken guitar string just moments into
Center, blended together pop, country and the concert testified to the intensity with which
bluegrass sounds with both the energy and he played. And it was that passionate playing
boyish charm which earned him the honor of during "That's Paradise" which set an accubeing namedthenumberone song^mmmmm 1 ^ ^ B ^ rate barometer for the rest of the
writer and artist in the 1992 Proevening's performance.
review _ Yet, he easily slid into "Go
fessional Songwriter awards according to American Songwriter
There With You" and displayed
magazine.
the tender side for which he's equally noted.
Nearly 5,000 fans, consisting mostly of The song, much like his popular "I Will Be
Christian high school and college-aged stu- Here" showed the intimacy and beauty of
dents, attended Chapman's second concert finding a life partner ("I will give myself to
appearance at Liberty University in the last love the way love gave itself to me").
four years. Special guests Cindy Morgan and
"I was born in Paducah, Ky.," Chapman
Out of the Grey, two of contemporary Chris- said, "and I want you to know that bluegrass
tian music's hottest new stars, made opening is like a bad taco— you never really get over
it." Fueled by cheering fans, he performed his
appearances.
After a brief intermission came the Co- title track, 'The Great Adventure," with clips
pland-esque instrumental prologue of of blue grass, jazz and country.
Chapman's title song, "The Great AdvenAfter the audience's applausefinallydied
ture." The powerful prologue invoked the down, spot lights directed Chapman to a stool
sweeping feeling of a movie score and even- where he simply introduced what he called "a
tually segued into the opening accapella vo- string of my favorite, quiet medleys."
Feature Editor

Steven Curtis Chapman performs in front of approximately 5,000 people
during last Thursday's concert in the Vines Center. Chapman's latest album,
'The Great Adventure," has outsold all others during the last three months.

Chapman, who accepted the Lord at the
tender age of eight, slowed things down with
a simple piano/guitar/string arrangement of
"My Heart's Cry."
Clearly one of the most appropriate songs
for a largely-Christian audience, Chapman reminded everyone that his heart's cry is to
"know the one who died for me and live my
life for Christ."
One of the only disappointments during the
concert was when he sang portions of "His
Strength is Perfect," "More to This Life" and
other classics at a slightly hurried pace. Although they were medleys, Chapman
rolled though favorites that fans would've enjoyed taking on a slower, more leisurely ride.
After personal sharing and an invitation,
Chapmanroundedout the concert with more
classics suchas "For the Sake of the Call," My
Turn Now" and "No Better Place on Earth."
Unfortunately, a few of Chapman's greatest
displays of songwriting on his latest album
were omitted from the concert
"Maria" is a prayer for those silently crying
out ("like a desert longs for rain") for a compassionate touch, and "Don't Let the Fire
Die"-- a plea to a friend whose faith had sustained him ("I can still feel the prayers you
prayed for me all those years") and not let his
own flame of passion for Christ diminish.

Liberty alumni excel in work environment
By JENNIFER COX
Special to the Champion

"Don't be discouraged. Be proud
of where you came from," Todd
Seelig.arecentLiberty graduate, said.
Seelig and his wife, Cheryl, both
graduated from LU in 1989 and are
currently making a stand for Christ in
the secular work force.
Seelig is an attorney at a major firm
in Pennsylvania. He is working in
general litigation where he works on
"everything up until the trial."
"I second chair a lot of cases," Seelig
said. "We represent the medical
hospital, and I'm getting a lot of
experience in litigation. I'm challenged every day because there are so

few Christians in my field," Seelig
said.
Mrs. Seelig is a senior accountant
with Rouse and Associates where she
performs various tasks such as providing assistance for special projects
and providing banking and tax information.
What Mrs. Seelig likes best about
her job is the small-company atmosphere. She finds her job very challenging, and "it really forces you to
keep up on the latest."
Being a Christian has taught her to
take a stand in her work environment.
"People were hard on me because I
was different, but now they respect
me," Mrs. Seelig said.

"Liberty gives you a basis to start
witnessing to them. People notice
that I don't do things like normal
people," she said.

to Liberty, I was very shy; it helped
me to go out of my shell," Seelig said.
"One thing Liberty really did was
prepare me for the interview procMrs. Seelig
tmmmmmmmmm^^^ ^ I B H H M M I
ess," Mrs. Seelig
mentioned
said. She was
that "Liberty
"I'm challenged every able to be inwas a great
in the job
day because there are volved
experience. I
fair
which
so few Christians
met some of
helped prepare
my
best
her in interviewin my field."
friends atLibing techniques.
— Todd Seelig
erty." Being
All of my acat Liberty
counting classes
helped her prepare for entering the were very important," Mrs. Seelig
"real world" after graduation.
said. Her favorite professor was Mr.
"Liberty helped me go out on my Mather because he "prepared me for
own andfinda job. When Ifirstwent the real world."

What Todd Seelig enjoyed the most
at Liberty was the "comraderie with
fellow students and professors and
being together with fellows on the
tennis team."
"You have a lot of things that other
universities have, but its distinctly
Christian," Seelig said of Liberty.
Looking back, Seelig vividly remembers Chancellor Jerry Falwell's chapels because "I always grasped onto
his theory thatifit'sChristian.itought
to be better."
"You should set high goals for
yourself. We really need good Christians in different professions," Seelig
said.
Mrs. Seelig encourages students to

"keep your chin up. If you have any
problems or needs, the Bible is always there for you."
Seelig advises students to "set your
goals high and don't let people discourage you."
As far as career goals go, Seelig is
gaining a substantial amount of experience at his law firm. Mrs. Seelig has
considered taking the Certified Public Accountant exam or taking some
classes in taxation. She would also
like to someday earn a master's degree.
"I'm not one that likes change
much," Mrs. Seelig said. "I would
eventually like to stay home and raise
a family."

Obvious jokes: Columnist announces 'Obviousity Hall of Fame
Some things are so obvious.
When you are with a group of
people, somebody will do or say
something that is supposed to be
funny; however, it is the most typical
thing that you can say or do. It is the
first thing that you would think of
doing for that situation. These are
obviousjokes. They are obviousities.
For instance, have you ever heard a
speaker say something like, "Oh, we
have some parents in the audience.
Can we have all the parents stand?"
What would be ihemostobvbus thing
that you could do now? You could
stand up, even though you aren't a
parent, hardee-har-har-har. Boy, how
original.
The list below is the Obviousity

Hall Of Fame.
• When someone comes to your table
carrying a plate of fries with a ton of
ketchup, you can guarantee that
someone at the table will say, "Why
don't you have some fries with your
ketchup!" How obvious.
• When you are in a service clapping

John
Scott
Staff Columnist

That is so True
in rhythm to a song, someone will
think it is hilarious to clap on the
downbeat and not the upbeat. Please...
• Any phrase involving the obviousity,
"/'ve fallen and I can t get up..."
• When a group is goofing around and
someone gets hurt, you can bet your
car that someone will say, "All fun
and games until someone loses an
eye" (or 'pokes their eye out,' depending on the obviousity region that
you live in).
• When you are in a play, everyone
involved will quote lines and use them
to be funny at any given moment.
• When you arereadyto take a quiz or
an exam, the teacher asks if anyone
has a prayer request to start the class.
Beprepared, someone will say, "Yeah,

this test." I wouldn't mind it so much
if the person was sincere.
• When you are walking with a group,
and there stands a sign that says, "No
dogs allowed," inevitably, one will
orate the expression, "Ah, you can't
come in [name]; it says no dogs
allowed." Somebody punch him
please.

•When a full offering plate is passed,
some idiot will always grab a handful,
acting like he's going to steal some of
the money.
• When you are with one friend, and
another friend who does not know
that you know each other tries to
introduce the two of you, the twosome will usually go on for 10 min-

o b • v i • o u • s i • t y \awb'-ve-aw'-sih-tee\ n. 1:
the obvious joke that a person says at a given
situation 2: the most commonly thought of action
to get a laugh 3: something that has been done
nineteen hundred times before, but the person
doing it still thinks that it is funny, and the people
around him wish he would think of something
new. syn. TYPICAL, COMMON, OLD, STALE,
STUPID, IDIOTIC, NOT FUNNY, HE ALWAYS
SAYS THAT, I'M SICK OF PEOPLE THAT SAY
THAT, I'M GONNA PUNCH SOMEBODY
THAT DOES THAT AGAIN.

Answers Please
By Kristen Wright

What did you enjoy most
about C.F.A.W.?
"The people
are so friendly;
they're great."

Esther Gentener
Laurel Springs, N.J.
"I liked playing
volleyball at
Midnight
Madness."

Amy Acocelli
Boca Raton, Fla.

"It gives you a
chance to see
college life
and check out
the school."
Daniel Forslund
Los Alamos, N.M.
"It was a new
experience."

Jeff Hickey
Middletown, Del.

"I loved
everything."

Naomi Randell
Lexington, S.C.
"The activities and
David's Place."

Heather Gray
Philedelphia, Pa.

utes acting like they don't know each
other, saying things like, "Oh what's
your name? " and "Hi, how are you?"
They know each other well and are
playing this 10-minute game. "So
what's your major! " He knows his
major; they're bestfriends. "So where
are you from? " He's from your
hometown, geek.

J

• This is my personal non-favorite.
When somebody drops his tray in the
cafeteria, a group of people will
. Youfillit in.
Now if someone comes up to me
this week and says, "John, that is so
true," I will print his name in my next
column and reduce him to open mockery.

Jealousy destroys
testimony
Jealousy has been prevalent
throughout man's existence. It has
destroyed countless lives and relationships. LU is not immune to its
effects either. It lurks in the dorms,
lives within the singing teams, finds
joy in DeMoss Hall and eats up the
ministry majors and sporting teams.
Webster's New World Dictionary
defines jealousy as "very watchful or
careful in guarding or keeping, resentfully suspicious of a rival or a
rival's influence, resentfully envious
and requiring exclusive loyalty."
This is what God meant by saying
that He is a jealous God. In Chuck
S windoll's words, "Jealousy wants to
possess what it already has."
Jealousy in affairs between people
doesn' t take hold of a person and stop.
There is a process that an individual
will go through if jealousy takes root
in his/her life. This process has its
classic example in Saul's jealousy of
David.
1 Samuel 18:8-9 reads, "And Saul
was very wroth, and the saying displeased him; and he said, They have
ascribed unto David ten thousands,
and to me they have ascribed but
thousands: and what can he have more
but the kingdom? And Saul eyed
David from that day and forward."
In 1 Samuel 18:8-9, we find the
process of how jealousy takes hold
and attacks a person's mind. First, it
creeps into your mind as a thought.
The way Satan attacks us most effectively is by attacking our minds (2
Cor. 10:3-5).
When you see another person doing
something better than you or being
praised by others, a jealous thought
may be planted into your mind by the
enemy. If you don't rebuke or dismiss jealous thoughts from your mind,

I Nelson
Chapman
Staff Columnist

Beside Still Waters
they will take root and grow.
Second, jealousy becomes habitual. Just as Saul continually eyed
David, you will consistently have
jealous thoughts toward another person every time you see him/her or
think of that person.
Third, you will only wish and seek
the worst for the person of whom
you're jealous. Saul displayed that by
trying to kill David and by giving his
daughter Michal to him as a wife.
Slander and ripping up one's good
name is fair in jealousy's world.
Fourth, it causes you to be gripped
with hatred and insecure fear about
self (1 Sam. 18:29). Since you are
jealous of what somebody else is or
has, you feel insecure and that your
rival may actually be superior to you.
Thus, you have a tendency to fear
your rival and grow to hate him/her.
In order to prevent jealousy and
hatred in the church, Christians must
remember to love one another (1 John
4:7), be like-minded and full of fellowship (Phil. 2:1-2) and humble as
Christ was humble (Phil. 2:5-8). Jealousy springs from a selfish and prideful heart. Humility and contentment
among Christians are the keys to
destroying jealousy's influence.
Jealousy is a powerful force. It tears
up the one who is jealous and not the
object ofjealousy. Thank the Lord for
making you who you are and what
you have. If you're jealous of others,
it will only wreck your testimony.
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Storm teaches survival
Have you noticed how disasters
seem to bring people together? A few
weeks ago, the "storm of the century"
taught me that survival means more
than food and shelter.
Saturday, the 13th, was the first
official day of spring break. My friend
Kim and I were supposed to be cruising down 1-95 to Jacksonville, Fla.
Instead, we sat in DeMoss Hall with
gaping mouths as CNN flashed disaster scenes from all over the southeast.
"Record lows andsnowfall in Texas
and Tennessee... power outages in
Alabama and Georgia. . . states of
emergency and numerous deaths in
Florida..." The anchorman spouted
out tragedies as if he were repeating
an order at McDonald's drive-thru.
Kim and I looked at each other in
shock and disbelief. We'd already
postponed our departure one day, and
the thought of being stranded on
campus for spring break didn't sound
very appealing.
School was out, nearly everyone
was gone and the cafeteria was
closed Yet, that didn't change the fact
that nearly two feet of snow covered
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watch the weather report on CNN,
Kim and I were amazed to see others
David
just like us. More than a dozen others
had also come to DeMoss as a safe
Hart
haven from the cold.
Feature Editor
It looked like the Poseiden AdvenHart of the Matter
ture, except that we were all wearing
winterclothes instead of formal wear.
the campus and surrounding roads.
People had brought their TV's,
We spent nearly an hour calling VCR's and favorite movies to forget
every pizza delivery sevice in town about the storm and help pass the
to get food. Around threeo'clock, we time. A few even brought microfinally decided to hike to the Hardee's waves and eating utensils for dinner.
on Wards Road because it was the
I was so happy to see familiar faces
only restaurant open.
that I wanted to shout hallejulah and
Fortunately, another Liberty stu- jump for joy. Unfortunately, my face
dent saw us trudging through the snow was frozen solid and several layers of
in 40 m.p.h. winds and felt sorry for clothes prevented me from bending at
us. He drove us to Hardee's in his the knees.
Bronco 4X4, and we purchased their
For the next several hours, everylast two chicken fillet sandwhiches one watched movies sprawled out on
and buttermilk biscuits.
the floor and blue sofas.
We then went to K-Mart and
CNN said we were supposed to get
stocked up on the survival items we'd another foot of snow that night, but it
need to endure the storm— a ther- didn't seem to matter at the time.
mos, hot chocolate, microwave lasaTrue, we had had food and shelter.
gna, cup o' soup and, of course, pea- But it was faces of the friends around
> nut butter Ritz bits.
me which confirmed why survival is
When we returned to DeMoss to so important anyway.

Substitution makes cooking fun
Sometimes I wish that the spaceaged appliances used by theJetson's
were readily available for me, too.
All Jane Jetson had to do for breakfast was make the kitchen computer
buzz, click and shake a few times to
produce Waffles with Space-berry
Topping for son Elroy, Ultra Fat-Free
Bagel with Asteroid Cheese for daughter Judy and (sing with me) Planetary
Roasted Black Coffee and toast for
husband George.
But that would take out all the fun of
thinking what to make, checking the
pantry to see if all of the ingredients
are there and forging ahead with the
preparation, cooking and consuming
of the meal.
One aspect of cooking that is often
overlooked until it is too late, is the
necessity to sometimes substitute for
missing ingredients. Rarely can one
be certain that they have everything
needed in-house to prepare a dinner
. for several guests or family members.
Suppose you are preparing acherry
pie crust and the recipe calls for 1/4
cup of butter, cut into 1 oz. pats, to be
worked into the flour, salt, sugar and
water (or milk).

same binding characteristics that the
sour cream would and add flavor the
bland sour cream lacks.
Suppose you are preparing London
Broil with a light mushroom brown
sauce, and the recipe requires you to
marinate the flank steak in a mixture
consisting of garlic, lemon, herbs,
vinegar, oil and wine.
Obiously, you have no clue where
tofindall of these ingredients without
having to run out to the grocery store
and pick up each one, wasting considerable time and money.
One item, having all of these ingredients, can be found in most kitchens.
If you guessed Italian dressing, you
are correct!
With a little practice in forgetting
things everytime you cook, you will
become better at either shopping or
substituting. Being prepared from the
beginning beats trying to guess if
something can be substituted for
another in dishes that you are not very
familiar with preparing.
I have also discovered that substituting can produce a dish better than
what the original recipe would have
made!

Chris
Phelps
Staff Columnist

Chef's Corner
You check your refrigerator and
find that your little brother used all
the butter to spread on his English
muffin. What will you do? The
proper substitution would be Crisco
or similar shortening. If you have no
shortening, margarine would be your
last, but utilitarian, bet.
Was that one too easy? How about
if you are making a tuna casserole and
the recipe calls for one or two cups of
sour cream to be folded into mixture.
A quick check of the refrigerator reveals that all the sour cream in the
house is moldy and spoiled from lack
of use.
The first thing that comes to your
mind is cream cheese, melted slowly
with a little milk in a small saucepan,
right? Correct. The melted cream
cheese that is slightly watered or
"milked" down will give almost the

April Fool's Day is commonly
known for being a day of
pranks and trickery. The historical reason behind the teasing stems from people who
disagreed on when it should
be celebrated.

Why is it April Fool's Day?
ByCHANTELLEJ.PITTS
Special to the Champion

All throughout history on the first
of April people have tricked their
friends and family into performing
absurd tasks or believing absurd
things. But where did it all begin?
April Fool's Day, which is also
known as All Fool's Day, may be
connected to King Charles IX, who
reformed the calendar in 1564. The
beginning of the New Year was
changed from April 1st to January
1st.
France was the first to adopt this
calendar, and pranksters victimized
any person who resisted changing the
New Year's Day from April 1st by
calling them"poissond'avril," which
means "April fish." In Scotland, this
person was referred toas "April gook"
(goose).
In other countries, the jesting was
not as severe.
Mock gifts were sent on April 1st
in the hopeof discomfitting the people
who had forgotten the change in dates.
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Day may be directly related to Halloween, the biggest Satanic holiday of
the year. It falls exactly six months
before Halloween.
This may sound rediculous, but
please remember that Satan is the father of all lies. And when one realizes
that April Fool's is a celebration of
deception, this theory becomes valid.
Nonetheless, I think Poor Robin's
Almanac said it best...
Thefirstof April, some do say
Is set apart for All Fool's Day;
But why the people call it so
Nor I, nor they themselves,
do know.

By popular demand...
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Weekly Crossword

This practice was taken to America
from Great Britain.
Others more stricken with spring
fever believe that the timing of April
Fool's day correlates to the vernal
(spring) equinox which takes place
on March 21st, when nature "fools"
mankind with sudden changes in the
weather.
On a historical note, the celebration of April Fool's Day resembles
other festivals such as Kilarid of
ancient Rome, which was celebrated
March 25th and the Holi festival of
India, which ends March 31st,
Personally,! think that AprilFool's

JrtdL.
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D o n ' t have a phone account?
Call Telephone Services
Ext. 2 5 0 0 .
Signing u p is q u i c k and easy!

Fine Photography

528-1512
^
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'Night rate will be applied in place of normal Day and Evening rates.
For actual rates, ask for a rate chart at the Telephone Office Service Window.

Attention Youth Majors & Minors
Summer youth position available
in the following states:
Florida
New Jersey
Lynchburg, VA
Texas
Georgia
Ohio
South Carolina
Maryland
Part-time youth position for pay in:
Richmond
Roanoke
Big Island, VA
Bedford
For more information please contact:
Center For Youth Ministries
Ext. 2179 or RH 124
Grad. - Sem. currently 25 full-time positions
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Women finish 1-1
at tournament
By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON

"I told the team at halflimc to play
Champion Reporter
the last 20 minutes like it was the
After advancing to the second last two minutes," Reeves said.
round of the Big South Conference
On Thursday, the Lady Flames
Tournament by defeating Campbell played a 40-minute war with
66-57 on Thursday, March 11, the Campbell as LU outrcbounded the
Lady Flames were stopped by tour- Lady Camels to help preserve a 66nament champion Radford, 70-62, • 57 victory.
on Friday, March 12.
Forward Dawn Coleman and
Radford jumped out to a 19-point guard Renee White combined for
advantage over the Lady Flames by 33 points and 17 rebounds to spark
the end of the first half, 39-20.
the Lady Flames over Campbell.
But LU, led by freshman center
"We played 40 minutes of hard
Tacha Woods' 13-points, chipped basketball," Reeves said. "Campbell
the margin down to one point with just kept coming back. That's their
10 minutes left in the game.
tradition."
After a Cynthia Thomson jumper,
Woods buried two free throws
and a layup to put Liberty up by the Lady Flames found themselves
three points, but the offense of Big up by five points with 11 minutes
South Most Valuable Player Tam- left in thefirsthalf.
mie Crown powered the Lady HighThe Lady Camels fought back to
landers back to a five-point advan- a one-point margin with five mintage with just under four minutes utes to go in the half but a threeleft in the game.
pointfieldgoal and twofreethrows
A layup by LU guard Renee White by Thomson sparked an offensive
gave the Lady Flames one more spurt by LU which put them up by
chance by cutting the margin to three nine points at the half, 39-30.
Stingy defense by the Lady
points, but Radford hit five out of
seven free throws in the remaining Flames limited Campbell to 26 perminutes of the game to take the cent shooting in the second half as
the Lady Flames held on to their
eight-point victory.
Lady Flames Head Coach Rick nine-pointadvantage to advance into
Reeves said the team's lack of depth the second round of the tournament.
Reeves gave credit to the team's
on the bench hurt them.
"We became tired and leg-weary rebounding for the victory.
"In any game, rebounding is a
at the closing minutes of the game
but really had no one to replace our very important key to the outcome,"
Reeves said.
fatigued players," Reeves said.
Liberty finished with a 16-12
Reeves was pleased with the effort his team gave in the second half, overall record and a 10-6 Big South
because he said LU never gave up. Conference record.

Coach, players win
Big South awards
By SHANNON D.HARRINGTON lieve thecoaches took notice of what
Champion Reporter
we did under those circumstances."
Lady Flames Head Coach Rick
After receiving the award, Reeves
Reeves was named Big South Co- gave most of the credit to the team.
Coach of the Year during the
"As far as getting the most out of
tournament March 10-12.
their talent, this team surpasses any
Reeves, who led the team to a 10- other I have coached," Reeves said.
6 Big South record and a three-way "I could always count on them givtic for a fourth-place finish, was ing their best."
shocked by the honor.
Two Lady Flames also received
"The award usually goes to the Big South honors.
coach of the regular season champiGinny Coleman was named to the
ons," Reeves said.
All-Tournament Team and Anna
The honor was voted upon by Big Barrington to the second All-ConSouth coaches. In a pre-season poll, ference team.
the same coaches predicted Liberty
Coleman scored a total of 17 points
to finish sixth in the conference.
and pulled down 13 rebounds in two
"We were picked tofinishsixth games of the tournament.
before all of the problems we faced
Barrington was second in the Big
with injuries," Reeves said. "I be- South in assists with 4.4 per game.
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Pitching leads to LU wins
By MIKE GATHMAN
Sports Editor

The Flames baseball team bounced
back from a 12-day snow break to win
two of three home games this week
against Winthrop and Coppin State,
improving its season record to 6-4.
On Monday, the Flames split a
doubleheadcr with Winthrop as the
team lost the first game 5-3 but came
back to win the second game 2-1
behind a strong pitching effort from
Rich Humphrey.
On Thursday the Flames defeated
Coppin State 10-2. LU's scheduled
doubleheadcr on Saturday was
rained out.
In Thursday's win over Coppin
State, the Flames fell behind 1-0 in
the third inning but bounced back for
two runs in the bottom of the third.
The Flames chased Coppin State
starter Gary Teeter out of the game in
the seventh inning after scoring five
runs against him. The team then
jumped on reliever Adrian Price for
five runs in thefinaltwo innings.
Scott Harmsen led LU with three
RBIs while slugging a home run,
drawing two walks and scoring a run.
Jason Baker also leu LU as he tallied
three hits, an RBI and a run scored.
Charlie Kim, Beau Martin and John
Horton each tallied two hits for the
winning Flames. Martin and Horton
also scored two runs each.
While theoffense provided the runs,
Jason Smith provided LU with six
innings of four-hit, one-run baseball.
He also struck out four batters and
walked two while increasing his record to 3-0 for the season.
Tim Bickers and Rob Egel pitched
three innings of relief and gave up
only one run on one hit while striking
out five batters combined.
The Coppin State offense was limited to six hits by the tandem of LU
pitchers while dropping its overall
record to 2-9. Rene Taylor and Price
each collected two hits for CSU.

photo by Teddy Keaton

Rich Humphrey fires the ball In during the Flames' 2-1 victory over Winthrop on Monday at
Worthington Field. Humphrey pitched the complete game for his second victory of the year.
On Monday, LU lost the first game
of the doubleheader to Winthrop, 5-3,
behind Mark Wells' third win of the
season against his second loss. Jeff
Myers picked his fourth save of the
season while giving up no runs in one
and one-third innings.
In the first game loss, the Flames'
offense was held to five hits, all from
different batters. The team also committed three errors in the contest.
Shane McClung led the Flames'
offense as he scored two of the tearr\'s
three runs, collected a hit and worked
a walk.
Kris Morton pitched for LU and
lost his first decision of the season

Champion Reporter

Liberty's runners broke school
records and qualified for championships at the Florida State University
Relayson Friday and Saturday,March
19-20.
Liberty'snewmen's4X100mteam
of Sean Keys, Jacob Swinton, Matt
Council and James McKnight ran a
school record 41.50 in their first race
together. The relay placed sixth and
qualified for the IC4 A championships.
Swinton made the 100mfinalsand
qualified lor the 1C4 A championships
with his 10.88 in the trials. However,
he did not compete in the finals because of an aching hip.
The Liberty men won the distance
medley with a team comprised of Eric
Welling (3:08.6), Mike Reed (48.0),
Johnny Prettyman (1:54.7) and Damten Bates (4:17.2) clocking 10:08.78.
The men's sprint medley of Council
(22), Keys (22), Reed (48.9) and
Prettyman (91:58.5) placed sixth.
The men's4X400m relay (Woody,
Reed, Keys and Prettyman) ran

3:21.08.
In other men's events, Keys clocked
14.97 in hisfirstcollegiate 110m high
hurdles while Thayer Redman
clocked 58.08 in the 400m hurdles.
Also, Jason Hofacker ran a one
minute personal record in the
steeplechase, 10:15.87.
The Lady Flames won the 4X800m
relay (Esther Mills, Dawn Mihm,
Urlene Dick and J'aime Cowan) in
9:33.9 while Mills ran a 2:18.8 personal record split.
The women's sprint medley
(Lecann Hayslett, Shauna Hutchinson, Fadhila Samuels and Mills)
claimed second in4:09.25, which was
a new school record.
The women distance medley (Mills,
3:43.1; Samuels, 56.4; Cowan,2:24.9;
Dick, 5:06.9) placed third in 12:11.47.
In other women's events, the
women's 4X200m relay placed sixth
while Samuels placed fifth in the
100m, with 12.45, and sixth in the
200m, with 25.28. Also, Mihm ran a
2:23.01 personal record in the open
800m placing sixth.

also leads the team with 15 strikeouts
and has recorded the only two complete games for LU.
TheEagles' Brian Link alsopitched
a complete game for Winthrop but
gave up two runs in his six-inning
stint to even his season record at 1-1.
During the game, he also struck out
seven LU batters while walking one.
Tim Ulrich and McClung scored
the only two runs for the Flames,
while Hines was the only batter with
more than one hit as he collected two,
including a double.
Hines and Jason Baxter each picked
up an RBI to help preserve
Humphrey's win.

Tennis team splits
week's matches
By STEPHEN STROUT

only one winning game in a 6-0, 6-1
loss to Mourad Fahim.
The top four singles players sailed
Cardoso and Weirich, however,
to victories last Monday sparking combined for an impressive 8-0 vicLiberty to a win over Gardner-Webb, tory over Kevin Bowers and Greg
4-3. Liberty dropped the only other Strawderman.
match of the week to Radford, 5-2
In other doubles play, Johnson and
"We're stronger at the top than at Connolly were five games better than
the bottom so we needed the top four Mourad Fahim and Kets Vpngsauat,
guys to win," Head Coach Carl Di- beating the Radford tandem 8-3. Park
emer said after his team's win against and Robertson were shut out 8-0 in
their doubles match against Colin
Gardner-Webb.
Raphael Cardoso, the number-one Moore and Rachid Benjelloun.
LU player, opened the match with a
Johnson continued hisfineplay in
6-2, 6-3 win over Scott Willis. singles competition with a 7-5, 7-6
Nate Weirich recorded a 6-3, 6-1 victory over Kevin Bowers. The vicwin over Brian Reijagoud. Chris tory was the lone Flames' singles win
Johnson pulled out a three-set win of the afternoon.advancing Johnson's
against Doug Clark 6-2, 2-6, 6-4. singles record to 7-3 on the season.
Barrett Connolly rounded out the
Connolly battled deep into the third
top-four victory tour with a 6-3, 7-6 set before dropping a match 4-6,6-4,
win over Jeremy Webb.
6-3 to Greg Strawderman. Park lost a
Matt Gribbin was the first Flames 6-0,6-3 decision to Kets Vongsauat.
player to drop a match after falling to Park had played for Gribbin, who
Dave Jones 6-0, 6-3. Playing with a remained sidelined with a high fever.
101-degree fever, Gribbin was un- Robertson dropped the final singles
able to play doubles.
match of the day to Colin Moore.
Wayne Robertson was a 6-3, 6-2
Liberty registered a shutout win
loser to Kevin Bass.
over King'sCollege just before spring
However, in doubles play, Cardoso break. The Flames were led by Carand Weirich were victorious over doso, who lost only two games to
Webb and Clark 8-2. Johnson and Mike Lingualsky in a 6-1,6-1 win.
Connolly suffered an 8-3 loss, and
The Flames played five matches in
Joon Park and Robertson dropped Florida during spring break, finishing
their doubles match, 8-3.
with a 3-2 mark for the trip.
Radford University beat the Flames
"I was pleased with the break and
in a Big South conference match having a winning record on the trip. It
Thursday, March 25. LU's top two is tough on team morale having a
players dropped straight set matches, losing record," Johnson said.
neutralizing the team's strong doubles
The Flames won matches against
Wisconsin,
Onondaga ofSyracuseand
playCardoso was beaten 6-2, 6-2 by Embry-Riddle of Florida.
Rachid Benjelloun, and the numberThe two losses were suffered at the
two ranked player, Weirich, managed hands of Coastal and Hartford.
Champion Reporter

Runners set records

By CHRISTIANNA BOBO

after pitching three and two-thirds
innings. He gave up five hits, four
runs and walked four batters during
his stint.
George Hettman pitched the final
three and one-third innings and gave
up only one unearned run while striking out two batters.
In the second game of the doubleheader, the Flames offense was again
limited to five hits. But the staff ace,
Humphrey, pitched a complete game
while giving up one run on four hits.
The win improved Humphrey's
record to 2-0 this season. It also
dropped his ERA to 1.19 after pitching in a team-leading 22.7 innings. He

photo by Tim Herrmann

Liberty's Nate Weirich slams his return during his match
against Brian Reijagoud of Gardner-Webb College. He won the
match 6-3 and 6-1. The team combined to defeat Gardner-Webb
by a score of 4-3 to improve to 6-3 for the season. On Thursday,
the Flames lost a conference meet against Radford University,
5-2. The loss dropped the team's overall record to 6-4 after
having Saturday's meet against the University of MarylandBaltimore County rained out. This week the Flames will play a
home meet against Charleston Southern on Friday starting at
1:30 p.m. and against Towson State on Saturday starting at 2
p.m. Just prior to spring break, the Flames defeated King's
College with a shutout victory. During the King's matchup, no
Flames player dropped a set in either the singles or doubles
competition. Raphael Cardoso led Liberty with a 6-1,6-1 victory
in his match.

Wrestlers fall short at NCAA tournament Marttila's neck heals
Demlan brothers represent LU at Iowa

match of the 126-pound class, 8-0,
to the seventh seed, Troy Bouzakis
By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON
"(Mezheritsky) was a little of Clemson. Bouzakis lost the
ion Reporter
better technically," Steve Dernlan second-round match to Brad
Steve and Matt Demlan both came said. "He controlled most of the Rozanski of Bloomsburg, denying
up shoj tin the first round of the NCAA match. I never really felt like I had Mall Demlan a chance to compete in
the consolation bracket.
Wrestling Championships Thursday, him on the ropes."
"It was a tight match until ihe
March 18.
Steve Dernlan said his injured
Steve Demlan, who was suffering wrist did not affect him so much second period," Flames wrestling
from an injured wrist, was defeated during the match as it did during Head Coach Don Shuler said. "(Matt)
10-3 in the 150-pound bracket by the training before. He had was taken down a couple of times,
sixth seeded Serge Mezhcritsky of previously won the Colonial and then the maich started to get
Fresno State and then in the consola- Athletic Association tournament away from him."
Mall Demlan said the intensity
tion round 9-4 by David Barnes of with the injured wrist.
M;dl Dernlan Insl his firsl-round
was ania/.inu throughout the entire
Miami (Ohinl

competition.
"Intensity was the main key to
the competition," Matt Dernlan
said. "Getting a taste of what (the
NCAA championships) is like
will help me to know what to
expect next time."
"You just cannot have a bad match
in this competition," Shuler said. "You
have to be ready for every match."
Number- two seeded Tony Purler
ofNebraskawonthe 126-pound championship and another number-two
seed, Terry Steiner of Iowa, swept the
150-pound title.

By WENOI GIBBS
Champion Reporter

Brent Marttila is successfully
recovering from a broken neck
received during a hockey game on
March 6.
However, his neck will be in a
brace for six to eight weeks. Marttila
said that it is a miracle to be walking and back in school.
"Ifeel very lucky to be here at all,
let alone walking," he said. "When
1 found myself lying on the ice, not
being able to move anything, I could

not believe that this was happening
to me."
Marttila was taken to an Iowa
hospital for six days and then was
transferred to a Michigan hospital
in his hometown.
"I was only in the hospital for a
little over a week," Marttila said.
"During spring break, 1 came back
here to rest up."
Although extremely grateful to
be in the condition that he is,
See Neck Injury, Page 11

Santa Claus contributes to Final Four picks
March 14,1993
Dear Santa,
I knew how busy you were during
the NFL playoffs, so I didn't bother
you. But since all you do is golf from
January through November, I need
some help for the NCAA tournament.
I have ignored you in past predictions, but I know that you will come
through for me now.
First, we need four solid teams in
the Final Four for once. Santa, I'm
getting sick and tired of unqualified
teams sneaking into the best weekend
in sports and ruining everything. I'm
tired of Cinderella. Why does she
have to show up every year. Couldn't
she stay home and clean the house this
year? I want to see four heavy-weights
this year slugging it out!
Second, we need to have a Final
Four thatdoesn'tinclude the BigEast,
Bobby Knight or Duke. I don't really

Rose and the rest of the Fab Five, they
will be a tough customer. Michigan is
making its third trip to the Final Four
in just five years.
In the other semi's, you took out
some fine teams when you didn't want
to sec Duke and Indiana. But I found
a great match-up with North Carolina
against Kansas.
The Heels have Eric Montross and
George Lynch down low, but the
Hawks have Rex Walters and Adonis
Jordan out top! Roy Williams against
Dean Smith! Wow, I wasn't sure we
could get four heavy-weights in the
Finals, but we did it! These teams are
as equal as north, south, east and west!
I hope you fans enjoy what looks to
be the best Final Four in years. I had a
lot of fun designing it. We represented
the four strongest conferences in
America, the A.C.C., the Big Ten
(11), the Big Eight and the S.E.C.

up on your offer. You have some
interesting requests, but I'll do my
Bob
best to grant them.
First, I decided to give the potential
Sturm
teams a few requirements, such as
Sports Columnist
solid coaching, big-time players and
The Way I See It
all teams must have the ability to
win it all.
mind the last two, but it seems they
So here's what I chose. The first
always show up, and I know fans team will be the Kentucky Wildcats.
could go for something new.
When I thought of big-time players, I
Thanks Santa, and I'll be looking first came up with Jamal Mashburn.
forward to your delivery in New Or- Then on coaching, how 'bout Rick
leans in a couple weeks.
Pitino? This team is as solid as any of
Sincerely,
them and especially with players like
Bob Sturm
Travis Ford and Dale Brown helping
P.S. One more thing, no Clark the Mash when he needs it.
Kellogg in the Final Four!
They will play those Wolverines in
the semi-finals. Chris Webber versus
Dear Bob,
Jamal Mashburn! I can't wait! Steve
March 29,1992
Fisher, who happens to be 16-2 in the
I was getting a little bored around tournament, seemed like he met the
the house, so I've decided to take you coaching stipulations. And with Jalen

Big South Conference
Women's Overall Statistics
PLAYER
Broam
D. C o l e m a n
Q. Colamm
Barrlngton
Whit*
C. Thomson
Wood*
Fairfax
Hopkins
R. T h o m s o n
Mllburn
Freeman
Totals

Total
FG/FGA
83/131
102/273
100/238
82/233
78/204
82/208
66/167
69/186
27/81
4/30
2/3
0/0
643/1,725

G/GS
12/10
28/17
28/19
28/27
28/5
28/20
28/10
28/27
28/3
28/1
17/0
2/0
28/28

FG%
.408
.374
.420
.382
.373
.297
.398
.442
.333
.133
.667
.000
.373

FG/FGA
1/3
44/138
0/3
14/34
35/91
44/151
0/1
0/0
0/0
2/13
0/0
0/0
140/434

FG%
.333
.319
.000
.412
.385
.291
.000
.000
.000
.154
.000
.000

FT/FTA

FT%
.556
.731
.676
79/106
.745
31/48
.646
27/50
.540
.626
57/91
.517
31/60
.546
24/44
.692
9/13
.000
0/0
.000
0/0
397 / 623 .637

30/54
38/52
71/105

.323

PTS
137
286
271
257
218
195

AVG
11.4
10.2
9.7
9.2
7.8
7.0

REB AVG
121 10.1
147 5.3
138 4.9
99
3.5
131
4.7
73
2.6

189
169
78
19
4
0
1,823

6.8
6.0
2.8
.8
.2
.0
65.1

100 3.6
150 5.4
46
1.6
18
.7
11
.7
0
.0
1,16641.6

Friday, March 12
Semi-Finals of Tournament
Liberty 6 2 , Radford 7 0
UNC-Greensboro 81, Towson 69

Coastal Carolina 7 2 , UNC-Ashcville 49
Charleston Southern 6 1 , Winthrop 57

Saturday, March 13
Championship Game

Thursday, March 11
Second Round of Tournament

Radford 62, UNC-Greensboro 57

Campbell 57, Liberty 6 6
Radford 8 1 , Coastal Carolina 6 2

Bw

UNC-Greensboro 58, Char. Southern 55
Towson State 70, UMBC 55

13
1
0
379

BLK
1
3
7
0
5
4

STL
19
35
52
65
28
42

3
41
3
0
1
0
68

19
21
3
3
0
0
287

Neck injury
Continued from Page 10
Marttila admits that it is frustrating
not to be able to drive or play with the
kids at his afternoon job.
"There are many frustrating times;
but when I realize how close I was to
not walking again, it is worth the
wait," he said. "I didn't even have to
have surgery as the broken bone stay cd
together in my neck. It is simply a
miracle."
Marttila said there is no reason

why he will not be able to do
everything he has always done in a
couple of weeks.
There is still no assurance that he
will be playing hockey next year, but
he admits that he would love to have
the chance.
"In the end, however, it is truly a
miracle from God," Marttila said. "I
am extremely thankful to the Lord
and for everyone who has been praying for me."

All-Conference
Second Team
Anna Barrlngton, Liberty
Micky Haywood, UNC-G
Melissa Herbert, Coastal
Kim Lewis, Coastal
Shonta Tabourn, Campbell

All-Tournament
Team
Glnny Coleman, Liberty
Micky Haywood, UNC-G
Tammle Crown, Radford
Vickie Hensen, UNC-G
Shannan Wilkey, Radford

Most Valuable Player: Tammle Crown, Radford; Rookie of the Year: Chrissy Kelly, Char.
Southern; Co-Coaches of the Year: Lynne Agee, UNC-G and Rick Reeves, Liberty

Women's Final Big South Basketball Standings
Overall record
B.S. record
School
17-11
12-4
Radford
19-10
14-2
UNC-Greensboro
16-10
11-5
Campbell
12-16
10-6
Towson State
11-16
10-6
Bait. County
16-12
10-6
Liberty
11-17
8-8
Coastal
10-18
6-10
Charleston
6-21
5-11
Winthrop
• 0-27
0-16
UNC-Asheville

Tournament Results
Wednesday, March 10
Big South Tournament
First Round of Tournament

AST
19
52
77
126
21
39
15
14
2

championship game will no doubt
have Kentucky against North Carolina. If so, it will be the correct predictions of many office pool brackets.
In the championship game, we will
sec the two teams in a close, hardfought game. I figure the winner will
be the Tar Heels, but what do I know?
I'm just a fan with a pen.

Basketball

All-Conference
First Team
Tammle Crown, Radford
Danielle Barry, Towson
Vickie Hensen, UNC-G
Missy Quille, UMBC
Shannan Wilkey, Radford

Throe Point

I am not going to tell you who is
going to win, but whoever it turns out
to be, is gonna have to scratch and
claw for it.
Back to the links,
Santa Claus
•You didn't think I was actually
going to let this column end without
giving my predictions, did you? The

Women's Results
Liberty 6 6 , Campbell 5 7

Radford 7 0 , Liberty 6 2

Liberty (66)
Barrington 1 -4 0-0 2, C. Thomson 3-9 2-210, Fairfax
4-10 2-2 10.G.Coleman 1-8 4-7 6, D. Coleman 6-1545 17. R. Thomson 0-00-00, White 4-12 6-7 16, Hopkins
0-1 0-0 0, Woods 1-8 3-4 5. Totals 20-67 21-27 66.
Campbell University (57)
Tabourn 2-70-04, Nigra 5-137-817, Coleman 0-2 13 1, Griffin 6-14 2-2 14, Stockwell 8-14 2-3 18, Prince 000-0 0, Mitchell 0-1 0-0 0, Smith 0-00-0 0, Allison 0-12
3-5 3. Totals 21-63 15-21 57.
Liberty
39 27 — 66
Campbell
30 27 — 57
Three point field goals—Liberty 5-20 (C. Thomson 26, D. Coleman 1 -8, White 2-6) Campbell 0-7 (Tabourn 02, Nigra 0-3, Mitchell 0-1, Allison 0-1) Rebounds —
Liberty56(D.Coleman 10),Campbell44 (Stockwell 10)
Date — Thursday, March 11. Attendance — N/A.

Liberty (62)
Barrington 3-8 2-4 8, G. Coleman 4-163-4 11, Fairfax
1-32-4 4, C Thomson 4-7 0-310, D. Coleman 2-9 2-3 6,
White 3-5 2-2 8, Hopkins 1-1 0-0 2, Woods 4-6 5-7 13.
Totals 22-55 16-27 62.
Radford (70)
Goode 1-10-0 2,Siddle 0-2 2-2 2, Larsen 2-5 0-0 4.
Crown 4-7 5-513, Wilkey3-158-814, Gilber14-88-11 16,
Howard 4-12 1 -2 10, Hiett 2-3 0-0 4, Ballinger 1-33-4 5.
Totals 21-56 27-32 70.
Liberty
20 42 — 62
Radford
39 31 — 70
Three point field goals — Liberty 2-8 (G. Coleman 01. C. Thomson 2-3, D. Coleman 0-2, White 0-2) Radford
1-3 (Howard 1-3) Rebounds — Liberty 38 (Woods 13),
Radford 42 (Wilkey 7, Gibert 7, Howard 7) Date —
Friday, March 12. Attendance— 150.

Women's Final Regular Season Big South Conference Leaders
Women's 1§G% leaders
Vickie Henson UNC-G .587
TammieCrown RU
.585
Amy Nigra
CU
.494
D. Barry
TSU .490
M. Herbert
CCC .473
Kim Lewis
CCC .454
S. Wilkey
RU
.427
Missy Quille
UMBC .403
NikkiTinsley
UMBC .381
Shannon Ward TSU .364

Women's scoring leaders
S. Wilkey
RU
17.3
Vickie Henson NC-G 16.8
M. Herbert
CCC 15.5
T. Crown
RU
15.0
Missy Quille
MB-C 15.0
C. Kelly
CSU 13.6
M. Haywood
NC-G 13.3
Kim Lewis
CCC 13.3
Shannon Ward RU
12.9
D. Barry
TSU 12.9

Women's free throw % leaders
Tammie Crown RU
.864
S. Wilkey
RU
.828
Chrissy Kelly
CSU .803
A. Barrington LU
.745
M.Herbert
CCC .716
Missy Quille
UMBC .689
Ginny Coleman LU
.676
Samantha Gilbert RU
.630
D. Barry
TSU .628
Vickie Hensen UNC-G .612

Women's blocked shot leaders
C. Hightower
TSU 1.6
J.Fairfax
LU
1.4
S.Finley
WU
1.1
Sara Larsen
RU
1.1
Joy Clifford
CSU 1.0
Eileen Jensen
TSU 0.8
SheetiaWest
UNC-A 0.7
Missy Quille
UMBC 0.6
Tammie Crown RU
0.5
Eunice French UMBC 0.5

Women's rebounding leaders
S. Finley
WU
9.4
D. Barry
TSU 8.9
Tammie Crown RU
8.6
C. Hightower
TSU 8.5
Eunice French UMBC 7.4
Kim Lewis
CCC 7.4
Vickie Hensen UNC-G 7.3
Sheena West
UNC-A 7.0
Nicky Coleman CU
7.0
Joy Clifford
CSU 6.8

LU baseball —
Winthrop

Liberty

abr
Ostermeyer 3 1
Sexton
2
Ctybum
Bevil
Bracey
Darwin
Hottle
Cooke
Scheldan
Odean
Jeremy
Wells
Myers
Total*
24 5

abr
Kim
4 0
Hutchinson 3
Egel
Bream
Martin
McClung
Harms en
Hlnes
Horton
Morton
Hettman
Total*

243

Winthrop
1030010
5
Liberty
0100020
3
E • Odean, Harmten. Hlnes, Hettman. LOB - Liberty 7,
Winthrop 6.2B - Ostermeyer, Hottle. Bracey, Kim. SB •
Scheldan. SH - Sutton. Hortle, Baker. SF - BavH. Keller,
Horton.
IP
H R ER BB SO
Winthrop
Wells(W3-2)
52/34 3 3 5 5
Myers(S4)
It/3 1 0 0 0 2
Liberty
Morton (L 1-1)
32/3 5 4 4 4 1
Hetlman
31/3 3 1 0 0 2
PB — Martin, Bevil. D - Monday. March 23. T—
2 m A—75.

Liberty 2, Winthrop 1
Winthrop

Lberty

abr
Ostermeyer 4 1
0
Knox
o
Bevil
Hottle
Bracey
Keller
Derwin
Scheldan
Sexton
Link
24 1
Totals

ab
Hlnes
3
Baker
3
Bream
2
Christensen 3
Martin
3
Horton
0
Harmsen
3
Kim
1
Cleveland 2
Ulrlch
2
McClung
2
Humphrey 0
Total.
24

Corsale s Garage

Overall Offensive Statistics

Winthrop 5, Liberty 3
Player
Speek
Hutchison
Shoemaker
McClung
Cleveland
Kim
Baker
Horton
Martin
Bream
Hlnes
Harmeen
Tuly
Ulrlch
Egel
Chrleterwen
DUUer
Clark
Overall
Opponents

BA
.571
.471
.400
.354
.333
.324
.313
.313
.286
.242
.207
.172
.154
.143
.000
.000
.000
.000
.237
.233

• OIL CHANGES • TUNE UPS

G/GS
7/7
5/6
5/2
5/4
2/1
10/10
8/3
8/5
10/8
10/8
8/8
10/10
5/3
6/4
1/0
6/2
4/0
1
10/10
10/10

ERA
0.00
0.00
1.18
1.42
2.65
3.60
4.50
8.10
8.53
40.50
45.00
3.84
5.78

804/237-7681
4897 Fort Ave. • Lynchburg, VA 24502
"We Do Any Auto Repair or Maintenance Work"
We Tow
We Provide 1st Class Treatment For Liberty Students

r

G/GS
4/0
1/0
4/3
4/0
4/2
2/0
2/2
2/1
1 /1
1/0
1/1
10 / 1 0
10 / 1 0

W L

PCT
.000
.000
1.000
.000
1.000
.000
.500
.000
.000
.000
.ooo
.600
.400

SV
0
0
0
0
0
0

Liberty 10, Coppin State 2

Winthrop
1000000
1
Liberty
001010 X
2
E • Ostermeyer, Bream. LOB - Liberty 6, Winthrop 6.2B
- Hlnes. SB - Keller. SF - Bracey.
IP
H R ER BB SO
Winthrop
Unk(L1-1)
«
8 2 2
1 7
Liberty
Humphrey (W 2-0)
7
4 1 1 3 1
0 - Monday. March 23. T-2:10. A - 1 1 6 .

Coppln State
abr h bi
Johnson
3 0 0 0
3 1 0 0
Rancher
Price
Stokes
Taylor
Davis
Irons
Boyd
Wright
Fulton
Baucum
Smith
Teeter
Price
32 2
Totals

^

Betty & Jay Corsale, Owner

Overall Pitching Statistics
Pitcher
Egel
Dunham
Humphrey
Bicker*
Smith
Hettman
Morton
Harria
Weet
Shoemaker
Baker
Overall
Opponents

Women's assists leaders
Shonta Taboum CU
6.8
A. Barrington LU
4.4
JoZerger
UNC-G 4.4
L. Siddle
RU
4.1
M. Haywood
UNC-G 3.9
Michelle Minton CCC 3.9
Missy Quille
UMBC 3.9
Tina Wilson
UNC-G 3.9
NikkiTinsley
UMBC 3.9
DeeGodette
UNC-A 3.7

Lberty
abr h bl
4 1 0 0
Hlnes
Baker
5 1 3 1
Martin
4
Shoemaker 3
Harmsen
2
Tully
Kim
Horton
McClung
Ulrich
Bream
Dlstler
Christensen 0
Sirith
0
Bickers
0
Egel
0
To tale
36 10 14 8

Coppln Stale
000100 010
2
Liberty
000 20134X
10
E • Rencher, Davis. LOB - Liberty 12, Coppin State 7.2B
- Stokes, Taylor, Martin, ULrlch, Kim. HR - Harmsen. SB
- Taylor, Davis, Horton 2.
IP
H R ER BB SO
Coppln State
Teeter (L 0-3)
6
8 5 4 3 2
Price
2
6 5 2 3 3
Liberty
1 1
Snith(W 3-0)
1 1
Bickers
0 0
Egel
HBP—Rencher, Hlnes, Kim. T—2:50. A—167.

I
»

CG

SHTOUT

IP
3.3
2.0
22.7
6.3
17.0
10.0
10.0
3.3
5.7
0.7
1.0
82.0
81.0

ER

BB

SO IBB

36
45

1
15
4
12
5
7
1
1
1
0
53
69

4
1
12
3
12

74
80

51
62

35
52

HB

WP

BK 2B

3B HR

i
i Hertz
i
i PFNSHt
i
i Truck Rental
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

do-it yourself
Local mOVeS

One Way

Hertz Penske offers you affordable, new,
clean trucks at convenient rental locations.
• Free Unlimited Mileage tor O n e W a y Rentals

• C o a s t - t o t 'oust Locations • Built-in Loading Ramps Available
• Emergency Road Service 24 Hours, 7 Days A Week

2
2

• A/C and Automatic Transmission Available

• Full Line or Moving Accessories • VISA, MasterCard accepted

Starting in next week's edition of The Champion, Big South
Conference leaders and standings for baseball will be printed.

Call one of our
convenient
locations today.

11

(804)847-5977
K e n w o o d Motors

2 3 0 6 Bedford Ave.
Receive 10% off local and one way moves with this ad.

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY
DOMESTIC & FOREGIN
JAGUArT

PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
NEW TECHNOLOGY FRAME MACHINES
EUROPEAN DOWN-DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS
SPECIALIZING IN Mercedes-Benz
COMPUTERIZED INSURANCE ESTIMATING

237-3111
3725 WARDS RD., BELOW RIVER RIDGE MALL ON 29 SOUTH FAX (804)237-1337
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Knicks, Suns wage war
By BRIAN SPERLING

only were a half dozen players done
for the night, but Riley was in need of
With the entrance of the spring, the
a pair of pants because of a rip from
smell of the postseason has come for for the rematch.
jumping into the fray. On top of that,
the elite of the league, and judging
Last week at the America West half a game of hoops still had to be
some of the activities around the Arena, the Suns exploded on played in a game that was to be a
league lately, teams seem to be quite New York for a big early lead, blowout.
restless in anticipation of the NBA with Barkley pouring in 22 first-half
The NBA will gets its share of
tournament.
points. During the half, Doc money when the fines arc levied this
In a showdown of the top two teams Rivers had a few literal "run-ins" week, but the thought of these two
from their respective conferences, the with Kevin Johnson. It seemed that clubs squaring off in May is certainly
New York Knicks and Phoenix Suns KJ was putting a little more elbow a distinct possibility.
battled last week in a bench-clearing into his picks.
Dallas update: On the other end of
brawl which left six players ejected
The half ended with yet another the NBA spectrum, the Mavericks are
and Pat Riley in need of a new pair of flooring blow by Johnson. Rivers had still in need of two wins to avoid
trousers.
enough and chased down KJ, who becoming the most futile team in
The way these two clubs have was already running for the locker league history.
competed against each other this room. Just as Rivers got there, he was
They took an incredible step forseason, a Knicks-Suns final would intercepted by Barkley, who pro- ward wi th a two-game winning streak,
be a treat for basketball fans ceeded to toss him like a sack of gargantuan by their standards. The
everywhere. The brawl in Phoenix potatoes.
wins were actually quite impressive
had been building up since the
The benches cleared as if the brawl as well.
first time the clubs squared off at was anticipated by both clubs. Even
The team avoided tying that same
Madison Square Garden.
Greg Anthony, the injured goon of '72-'73 Sixers squad that went 9-73
As you may recall, that was the the Knicks, was seen in the pile of for most consecutive losses by stopgame in which Charles Barkley leaped bodies on the court in street clothesl ping its skid at 19 with a win against
over the scorers' table and chased the He did not suit up because he was Shaq and the Magic. The squad kicked
referee for missing some critical late- injured, but it seemsodd that he could off an east coast swing with its first
road victory of the season against,
game calls in the Knicks' win. Those wrestle.
escapades of Sir Charles set the stage
When all of the dust settled, not ironically, Philadelphia.

Harris feeler

NBA Roundup

Champion Reporter

m m wirV PRICES

Tragedy strikes baseball
By JOSHUA COOLEY

MLB Roundup

Champion Reporter

Tragedy struck Cleveland and the
entire baseball world when Indians
pitchers Steve Olin, Tim Crews and
Bob Ojeda were involved in a boating
accident on Little Lake Nelly in Florida on March 22.
Olin, the Indians' closer, died on
the scene. Crews was pronounced in
critical condition at Orlando Regional
Medical Center with an injured lung
and a serious head wound and died
early the next morning. Ojeda underwent surgery for lacerations to the
head at South Lake Memorial Hospital. He was in serious condition but is
expected to recover fully.
As baseball fans mourn the loss of
Olin and Crews, they also look forward to some players trying to come
back from career-threatening injuries.
In Chicago, Bo Jackson's return to
the White Sox after undergoing hip
replacement surgery has gained most

of the attention.
But another player returningfroma
severe injury who is just as vital to the
Sox's chances of finally winning the
AL West pennant is Ozzie Guillen.
Guillen underwent reconstructive
knee surgery after colliding with teammate Tim Raines last year. The Gold
Glove winner says his knee feels fine.
Another comeback surprising
many people including Baltimore
Oriole manager Johnny Oates is that
of pitcher Fernando Valenzuela.
Valenzuela played in the Mexican
League after being released by the
Dodgers and Angels because of ineffectiveness due to arm surgery.
This spring he was picked up by the
Orioles. Trying to resurrect his career, he has yet to have a run scored
against him in spring training. Oates
will soon need to make a decision

between Valenzuela and Mark Williamson for the role of fifth starter.
In other baseball news, spring
training has seen some other surprises
as well. The reigning world champion
Toronto Blue Jays are only 4-13 in
spring training play as of March 23.
Slugger Joe Carter has been having
problems with a sore wrist and only
has two hits in 24 at-bats.
The expansion Florida Marlins and
Colorado Rockies are trying to prove
that they will not just be stepping
stones for stronger National League
teams to accumulate more wins. The
Rockies and Marlins were 11-10 and
10-9, respectively, through March 23.
The Texas Rangers, who are 10-10
this spring have gone through a legitimate scare. Pitching ace Kevin Brown,
who won 20 games and pitched a
league-leading 265 2/3 innings last
year, has a stress-fractured rib. He is
expected to miss at least one more
start after he missed one on the 21st.

NHL needs new format
By BRIAN SPERLING
Champion Reporter

The regular season will be winding
down the next couple of weeks, and
the only thing to be accomplished for
seven months of play will be the playoff seedings for 18 of the 24 clubs.
Because the playoffs seem to take
just as long to crown a new champion,
new ideas should be implemented to
make the league moreexciting in terms
of postseason play.
The first step that could be taken
would be to reduce the rigorous regular season schedule. With the berth of
the expansion clubs, the league expanded the regular season from 82 to
84 games. There could be a chance
that even more senseless games could
be added with Anaheim and Miami
joining the fray next year. The NHL
should shorten the season by 15 to 20
games, leaving a more suitable sixmonth schedule.
The second reform the league

NHL Roundup
should adopt is a format to rival that
of the National Football League. Each
conference should be split into three
divisions consisting of four teams.
Next season, two of the six divisions
would have five teams with the expansion teams.
With this in mind, division realignment would become necessary. In the
Wales Conference, one division could
feature the New York Islanders and
Rangers along with Hartford and New
Jersey. Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Miami, Tampa Bay and Washington
could form the five-clubdivision while
Buffalo, Boston, Quebec and Montreal would battle in an abbreviated
Adams Division.
Figuring out the Campbell Conference would be a little more tricky
because of geographic locations.
However, having Ottawajoin Toronto,

Winnipeg and Dallas would prove to
be intriguing. This division would be
the only one with extra frequent flyer
miles.
Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Edmonton and Calgary could form perhaps the most competitive division in
hockey. The intense rivalry between
the Flames and Oilers would be kept
intact.
Finally, the west coast clubs could
be solidified with Vancouver, Los
Angeles, San Jose and Anaheim battling in the new Smythe Division.
The final piece to the puzzle would
be the reduced but improved playoff
field. The six division winners would
join three wildcards to make the playoffs a bit more exciting. The same
seeding format as the NFL uses would
be applied here, eliminating divisional
playoffs as it now stands.
Just think of the excitement that
would be generated from this fresh
breath of change!

NCAA tourney narrows to four
By NELSON MUMMA JR.
Champion Reporter

The stage has been set. The road to
the Final Four is over.
Four teams have emerged from the
NC A A' s 64-team tournament and are
set to play for the championship this
weekend in New Orleans. Kansas,
Kentucky,North Carolina and Michigan each emerged victorious from
regional finals Saturday and Sunday.
In St. Louis, second-seeded Kansas
ran past first-seeded Indiana 83-77 in
the Midwest Regional final to advance to its fourth Final Four berth in
the last eight years.
Kansas found itself ahead for all
but a few seconds of the game.
In the Southeast Regional final
Saturday, Kentucky continued its
dominating play while destroying
third-seeded Florida State 106-81.
Led by freshman forward Jared
Prickett's 22 points and 11 rebounds,
the Wildcats advanced to the Final
Four for the first lime since 1984.
Jamal Mashburn, Kentucky's AUAmerican and candidate for Playerof-the-Year, scored only 12 points

College Hoops
but had nine rebounds.
Sunday afternoon at the Meadowlands in New Jersey, North Carolina
overcame a pesky, trapping Cincinnati defense to win 75-68 in overtime.
Down by 15 in thefirsthalf, the topseeded Tar Heels patiently whittled
the lead down to one by halfiime.
The second half saw the lead change
several times with neither team taking charge and ended in a lie when
Carolina forward Brian Reese missed
a dunk as time expired.
In overtime, the Heels look charge
on Donald William's three-poini
shooting to deny the Bearcats a second straight trip to the Final Four.
Carolina last reached the Final Four
in 1991. And just as in 1991, the Tar
Heels will take on Kansas in the first
of the two semi-final games Saturday.
In the last regional final of the tournament in Seattle, Michigan wore
down the seventh-seeded Temple
Owls with their size and depth to win
the West Regional 77-72.

Temple came out strong; and behind their scrambling, intense defense
built an eight-point lead by halftime.
But top-seeded Michigan, with
Chris Webber, Juwan Howard and
EricRiley.oul-reboundedTempleand
killed the Owls with second chance
shots. Temple, only playing six men,
couldn't slay with the Wolverines.
Michigan is in the Final Four for
the second year in a row and will try
to capture the championship that
eluded it last year when Duke beat the
team in the finals.
Kentucky last won the national
championship in 1978. Also occurring in '78, the Cowboys won the
Super Bowl, Alabama won college
football's national championship and
there was a democrat as president.
Michigan, ranked third in the nation, will try to win its second national
championship in the last four years,
while Kansas is going for its second in
live seasons.
UNC will try to get past the semifinals for the first lime since winning
it all with Michael Jordan and
company in 1982.
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Bream succeeds in gifted athletic family
By WENDI GIBBS
Champion Reporter

Sheldon Bream, a senior playing
his fourth season for the Liberty
baseball team, grew up in a family
gifted with athletic talent.
The youngest of six children,
Bream compares himself to Bobby
of the Brady Bunch. Because both of
his older brothers and one of his three
older sisters were involved in sports,
Bream grew up with the pressure of
living up to a family tradition.
"It was unbelievable growing
up," he said. "It was not just my
immediate family who played sports
but also my uncles, aunts and
cousins. The Bream family was a
big name in our area, and it was a
big name to live up to."
However, Bream also said that he
never viewed this pressure as a negative experience. He said that there
were many positive aspects of growing up in this type of atmosphere that

the challenge was always good.
"My whole family grew up
together in the church and in
school," Bream said. "We always
backed each other. There was never
really any competition.
"One of the neatest parts of
growing up was that whenever I, or
my brothers and sister, had a game,
the whole family was there to
watch us," he continued. "Now that
we're grown, my parents go and
support the younger kids."
In Bream's mind, these positive
aspects far outweigh any negative
pressure, although it did exist, particularly in high school.
"High school was a lot of pressure,
but mostly because I was very immature. I didn't know how to deal with
it," he said. "One day, I would be four
for four in a game, and everybody
said I would be another Sid (Bream,
presently the first baseman for the
Atlanta Braves). The next day, I would

be zero for four, and everyone said
I would never be like Sid. That's
especially hard for a high schooler
to take."
College naturally follows high
school, and Bream said that all
his plans fell through concerning
college.
Football was his best sport in
high school, and he had always
thought he would play for a northeastem state university. Because of a bad
football season during his senior
year, all of the schools backed out.
He decided not to play football below
a Division 1 A level.
"It came down to baseball season, Sheldon Bream
and it was a good season," Bream
LU first baseman
said. "But Liberty was still the only
school to look at me, so I decided to best," he said. "I couldn't have said
that then."
come here."
Once in college, Bream said that he
Bream admitted that he had been
frustrated with this turn of events, but handled the pressure much better. He
he realizes now that it was God's will. still receives the questions and com"Everything has turned out for the ments comparing him to Sid, but

Bream now accepts that as part of
having a well-known brother.
Through [tall, however, Bream said
that his parents have never treated
one sibling as more important than
the others.
"I totally respect my parents,"
Bream said. "It's easy to see how they
could have favored one of us more,
but they didn't and still don't. We're
all loved equally."
More than that, however, is the fact
that his parents have always been
there to support him.
"I love my parents because they did
whatever they could do to get their
kids what they needed," he said. "In
fact, I still remember how before my
first basketball camp, Mom went out
and bought me new shoes. It may not
sound like much; but, as we had no
money, it still means a lot to me."
However, Bream commented that
his older sister Theresa, who played
basketball at LU for three years, has

Reeves, women's hoops defy odds
By MIKE GATHMAN

Commentary

Sports Editor

The 1993 women's basketball team
proved itself to be a winner in a season
the Flames were picked to finish near
the bottom of the Big South standings.
The team also suffered a setback
when Big South Rookie of the Year
Angie Johnson was sidelined the entire season because of a knee injury.
The squad suffered yet another
major loss when the team's leading
rebounder, Theresa Bream, hurt her
knees after playing in 12 games.
To top it off, after playing in only
two games, freshman Dena Freeman
was injured and sat out the rest of the
season. She was expected to help pick
up the rebounding slack left by the
graduation of Wendy Johnson.

The team seemed primed and ready
to finish last in the conference with
the devastating injuries and grim
predictions to start with. However,
Rick Reeves and his squad proved
their critics wrong by leading the Big
South for much of the season before
finishing in a fourth-place tie during
the regular season.
During the tournament, the Lady
Flames stunned the Campbell Camels with a 66-57 victory in the first
round. In the game, the Flames outrebounded the Camels 5644, without
Bream, Johnson and Freeman.
The Flames' season ended after a
second-round matchup with eventual

champion Radford University which
resulted in a 70-62 loss. However,
after being down by 19 at halftime,
the Flames rallied to outscore the
Highlanders 42-31 in the second half.
While the loss marked the end of
the 1993 season, it marked the beginning of a strong future.
With the Radford game came the
end of Cynthia Thomson, Jennifer
Fairfax and Bream's careers. But the
young players provided steady competition for the starters this year.
Other players were forced to fill in
the void left by injuries and in the
process, LU developed some fine
basketball players who have only been
waiting for the chance to play steady.
Dawn Coleman, who will be a
senior, stepped in for Bream and

picked up both the scoring and
rebounding slack.
Also, sophomores Anna Barrington and Ginny Coleman continued to
develop their games.
Freshmen Tacha Woods and Renee
White both displayed considerable
ability and will be counted upon to
help lead the team next year with the
departure of this year's seniors.
Because of the solid recruiting and
coaching of Reeves, the team was
able to turn around what could have
been an excused bad season. For his
efforts, the coaches of the Big South
awarded him the co-Big South Coach
of the Year.
Next year should prove to be an
even stronger year as LU hopes to
overcome the injury problems of '93.

The Great Sports Debate
Women's sports now receive equal time and money
BySHANAHUFF
and JOANNA TEDDER
Professional athletes in our
society today are commonly seen not
only playing games but also advertising the latest from hot dogs to athletic
shoes.
Although advertising by professional athletes is usually aimed at
men such as NBA stars Michael Jordan, Charles Barkley and Larry Bird,
more women are being seen on TV.
One first has to look at the areas in
which women can compete professionally . The sports that come to mind
are tennis, skating and gymnastics.
Tennis seems to have its representative in Chris Everett, who appears

in Nuprin commercials while gymnastics is represented by Olympian
Mary Lou Retton for Revco. Women
sports legends such as Katarina Witt,
a former Olympic skating champion,
have recently been seen in the advertising world with Diet Coke.
Now more than ever before
women are getting their fair share
of money and time on the airwaves.
When evaluating women's media
coverage, one should also look at
other factors which influence
advertising. Many professional
women athletes compete at while
they are still minors, causing many
problems.
Examples are Shannon Miller, Kim

Zmeskal, Kristi Yamaguchi and Jennifer Capriati. If these women were to
be given excessive media coverage,
the issue of exploitation would arise.
One also has to realize that there are
not as many professional sporting
events open for women. I believe that
this accounts for the reason many
women believe that they are not represented fairly.
When one evaluates the abilities of
women and the areas that women can
professionally compete in, one can
see an equal balance.
Looking toward collegiate representation, many colleges and universities including Liberty offer women
the opportunity to excel competitively

Sports NotebookGolf

Intramurals

The LU golf team finished its
first tournament of the spring
with an average score of 78 at
East Carolina.
The University of Virginia won
the tournament with an overall
average of 73.
"We have a lot of work to do
before our 78s can become 73s.
However, it is not impossible for
our LU linksmen," Coach Frank
Landrey said.
Chris Easley led LU with a total of
232 for a 77-plus average. Tom
Anthony, who scored a 233 total for
a77-plusaverage,andKenny Hobbs,
who scored a 235 total for a 78-plus
average, also helped to lead the
Flames.
Garrick Stiles chipped in an average 80 while Chad Hall averaged 82
forLU.
The top four scores were counted
each day which accounted for the
average LU score of 78.

The intramural sports program has
begun its co-recreational volleyball
season and is still accepting teams
through the preseason.
The two-on-two volleyball season will also be starting soon. Teams
are encouraged to sign up as soon as
possible.
In other sports, men's softball has
begun playing its preseason. However, teams will still be accepted
until the regular season begins.
Also, women's softball teams are
currently being accepted.
Anyone interested in playing on
any of the volleyball or softball teams
should contact the intramural sports
trailer at extension 2389 as soon as
possible.
A $20 refundable fee is required
for all intramural team sports.

on the athletic level.
LU offers women the opportunity
to compete in basketball, soccer and
track. In years past, there was a
women's softball team and one young
woman has competed on the men's
tennis team.
Liberty also has a collegiate
women's volleyball team, although
to date, there is no men's volleyball
team funded by the school.
As for collegiate football, no explanation is needed as to why
women are not seen on the team.
Women' s sports have struck a happy
medium at the international level, the
national level, the local level and at
the collegiate level.

Women's sports are not receiving fair time and money
By WENDI GIBBS

in existence longer and have a
more established foundation for
advertising.
However, women's sports will
never be able to be as developed as
men' s programs without being funded
for improvement.
Women's sports have the capability of becoming as stable as men's,
but many girls do not feel that participation in a particular sport is worth
their time and effort.
Of course, they love to play the
sport and feel the thrill of competition. However, the field of women's
sports is not as open for lifetime
experience as men's sports.
I am not saying that men's sports
are not worthy of the money that is

Champion Reporter
For many years there was no
debate about the question of women
in sports because girls playing
sports were not considered acceptable in society, even for the most
tomboyish of girls.
However, times have changed, and
girls are now allowed to test their
sports skills on the beginner, intermediate and professional levels. The
problem is that, although women are
now allowed to compete, the monies
necessary for this competition is often denied.
One can look at any school's sports
program and immediately notice
which, men's or women's, is publicized.fundedandsupportedonawider
basis.
Naturally, men's sports have been
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funding and support. If given the
chance, women's athletics could be
as popular as men's.
There are many talented women
athletes in the world, and this talent is
especially displayed every four years
at the Olympics.
The answer to this question is certainly not the end of the debate. This
controversy will most likely exist for
many more years. However, by educating people on both sides of the
issue, a solution will be more easily
obtainable.
Women's sports deserve equal
funding so that they can become
established, developed and as
professional as men's sports
programs.

Radio sports show
The C-91 sports department offers a sports talk show every Wednesday from 9:30 to 11 p.m.
Scheduled guest this week will
be ESPN analyst Chris Fowler to
discuss the Final Four teams in the
NCAA basketball tournament.
To ask your sports questions, tune
in to 90.9 on your FM dial and call
582-2899.

Sports writers
The Champion is looking for
sports writers to join the staff this
year and next.
If you have an interest in sports
and writing, contact Mrs. Mazanec
at 2128.

Sports Schedule
Outdoor track: The teams will
compete on Saturday, April 3, at the
Colonial Relays in Williamsburg,
Va., and at the Lynchburg Classic in
Lynchburg, Va.
Tennis: On the road Friday, April
2, at Charleston Southern starting at
1:30 p.m. At home on Saturday,
April 3, against Towson State University starting at 2 p.m.

Baseball: On the road Wednesday,
March 31, at the University of Virginia starting at 3 p.m. On the road
Friday, April 2, at Coastal Carolina
foradoubleheaderstartingat3 p.m.
On the road Saturday, April 3, at
Coastal Carolina starting at 1 p.m.
At home on Tuesday, April 6,
against Old Dominion University
starting at 3 p.m.
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spent on them; that is not the issue.
Men tend to be more involved with
sporting events than women.
But, women's sports have
not received the opportunity
to build up their fan support
or dedication.
Baseball did not become America's
favorite pastime without money, years
of playing, appropriately paid athletes and advertising.
Women athletes are just as dedicated and competitive as men, and
women would not let stardom go to
their heads as some professional male
athletes have.
However, like everything else that
can be divided equally, women's
sports deserve their equal share of

been his biggest supporter. Not only
has he never felt the pressure of
competition with her, but he said that
she has helped him more than anyone
else.
"(Theresa) is my biggest supporter
since I've been here at LU," Bream
said. "She has always been there for
me, and I couldn't have made it without her. She gives me so much support, and I really love her."
As this is Bream's last season, he
said that his main objective is to have
a winning season with the baseball
team.
"I could care less about personal
stats," he said. "I am working with the
other guys for a winning team, and all
I want is to see our team do our best."
Bream, however, is not overly
concerned with his future in baseball.
"God may or may not have me on
this earth to play pro ball," he said.
"And I would play, but I'm not going
to speculate and worry about it."
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